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Message from NASKA
It is with great pleasure that North America Sarbojanin Kalipuja Association (NASKA)
welcomes you all on this auspicious occasion to celebrate Kalipuja, 2011.
NASKA represents a wide variety of enthusiastic thoughts and minds. Out of this diversity,
we come together to address our shared passion for devotion and inclusivity in cultural
excellence. Furthermore, we affirm our strong belief in maintaining the indomitable spirit
of the present that surpasses the achievements of the past.
Our sponsors are integral to the success of our Kalipuja. Once again, our sincerest
gratitude and thanks to our sponsors for their renewed confidence and strengthened belief
in us.
Any event of this magnitude cannot take place without a dedicated team behind the scenes,
largely invisible, but without whom organizations could not function as they should. Many
thanks to all the teams of people, who helped manage the complete range of events from
reaching out to people in different parts of the World to creative stage decoration.
We strongly believe that this year’s Kalipuja will be a grand success to all the sponsors,
volunteers and guests and we are dedicated to make this festive evening yet another
memorable experience for everyone.
NASKA is known for its enthusiasm, inclusiveness, and spirit of sharing. As we embark on a
renewed mission and vision to share our culture and pride, we welcome you to this gala
evening in Newington, Connecticut. Please join us in worshipping Goddess Kali during this
“festival of lights” when the dark night is set ablaze with crackers bursting and diffusing
colors high into the sky.
In warm regards,

NASKA Executive Committee
Oct 29, 2011

Events
4:00PM to 7:00PM

:

Puja(Worship) and Puspanjali(flower offerings)

7:00PM to 8:00PM

:

Bhog and Path (holy scripture reciting)

8:00PM

:

Prasad(MAA's blessing) distribution

6:00PM to 8:00PM

:

Children's drawing

8:00 PM to 8:30 PM

:

AV setting

9:00PM

:

Raffle

8:00PM to 10:00PM

:

Dinner

10:00PM

:

Musical entertainment by Abhijit Ghoshal
11 consecutive times Zee TV - Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge winner

Shankar Parial, the famous and renowned Goddess Kali Priest of Bangladesh Hindu
Mandir (BHM) will perform this year’s Kali Puja. For last 4 years, he is the full time priest
of the Bangladesh Hindu Mandir, which is basically considered as a Kali
Temple. He has done his M. Phil from Sanskrit College in Kolkata, India.
Before being a Priest in BHM, he was a Sanskrit professor in Chittagong,
Bangladesh. For more than 100 years, his family has a Kali Temple in
Chittagong. His ancestors were Goddess Kali Priest for 3/4 generations. He
was selected for BHM from more than 300 applicants by a selection committee
comprised of Ramkrishna Mission and Dhakeswari Kali Mandir in Bangladesh. He is also a
regular contributor to "Udyan" Newspaper published from New York. He is the most
respected Goddess Kali priest in the New York/New Jersey area.

Abhijit Ghoshal, sensational playback singer from Bollywood, 11 consecutive times Zee TV
- Sa Re Ga Ma Pa Challenge winner, judged by virtuoso like Pt. Hari Prasad Chaurasia,
Ustaad Vilayat Khan, Naushaad, Ustad Rashid Khan, Jagjit Singh and the likes has become a
recognized singer in several Hindi movies and albums. He is a gifted singer in 11 languages.
He inculcated some finer nuances of music from Pt. Ramashray Jha Raamrang’and
stylization and rendition proficiencies from Smt.Kamala Bose in Allahabad. In Mumbai, he
learnt from Smt. Geeta Chanda and presently he is under the tutelage of Pt. Shrikant
Waiker.
Abhijit is the only singer who rendered the whole Mahishasur Mardini in
solo - it was his sheer devotion for Shri Maa, which actuated him to sing
continuously for 2-2.5 hours in the praise of the AadiShakti.
Abhijit has sung in several Indian movies. LONDON DREAMS, starring
Salman Khan and Ajay Devgan, KISAAN starring Jackie, Sohail and Dia
Mirzaa are a few to name. He has also recorded many albums in several
languages, such as Neemrana (Music Today), Michchhami Dukkadam by
Anandji Shah (of Kalyanji Anandji fame), Geet Govind (Switzerland). He has
sung with famous playback singers like Alka Yagnik, Sadhna Sargam, Kavita
Krishnamoorthy, Shreya Ghoshal etc.

From the Editor’s Desk
From the smallest necessity to the highest religious abstraction, from the wheel to the
skyscraper, everything we are and everything we have came from a few astute attributes of
man. The eminence of vision to see the truth and courage to act upon it, dedication to that
which is good and integrity to stand by the good evolve from the power of his reasoning
mind. The second year celebration of Sarbojanin (community) Kalipuja in Connecticut
reiterated that very fact.
It gives me immense joy and pleasure to be a part of this year’s celebration. Every effort
has been made to make this evening unforgettable. I sincerely hope that, this souvenir
magazine would also contribute to the effort.
This magazine showcases literary works of writers and creative geniuses of artists from the
United States of America and India. I am grateful to all, who have graciously contributed
their work for everyone to enjoy.
I want to send out a very special “thank you” to Mr. Gangadhar Sakha, Secretary, “Bagbazar
Gangateer Bhagabat Sabha” and its members for enriching this magazine with their
insightful articles on Bhagabat Shastra.
I want to thank all the little geniuses for their imaginative writings and expressive
artworks. This magazine has been adorned with the colors of their innocent minds.
I would also like to thank all the sponsors and business owners for their advertisements in
this magazine.
In a number of places, I have used clip-arts and pictures, available from Internet as fillers. I
want to express my gratitude to all these sources.
I would like to mention that neither NASKA, Inc., nor the members of its Executive
Committee nor I are responsible, in any shape or form, for any opinion expressed (or
implied) by an artist, author or advertiser in this magazine.
I wish you all the best and hope you’ll enjoy reading this magazine as much as you enjoy
the Puja.

Animesh Chandra
October 29, 2011

স্মৃ তত তুতভ....
অবা ফু
ফাযাাত, তিভফঙ্গ

কভতরকা তপ থথকক তপকয তরতবং রুকভ ঢুকক থাপায় একটু ফকফ বাফকত বাফকতআ পুরদাতনটায তদকক নজয থের।
থাপায াকআ পুরদাতনটা থাকক - ভনটা থকভন তিঁতিকয় থের কভতরকায-কাকর

তাড়াহুকড়া ককয রক্ষ্য ককযতন

কভতরকা - শুকবন্দু কনক থদতযকত তপক থেকে  এককফাকযআ রক্ষ্য ককযতন - তপক একফায থপান কযকত কফ।
যাকরা ফরকতআ; "কভর তক র? এিন থপান কযকর?" কভতরকা েম্ভীযবাকফ – “তাড়াতাতড় ফাতড় এ”। শুকবন্দু
কভতরকায অকজেন্ট কর থকয়আ ফাতড়য কথ থফতযকয় ড়র – অজ valentine থড। একগুচ্ছ রার থোরা থনয়ায
আচ্ছা তের – কয কফ ; অকে ফাতড় থমকত কফ।
যাস্তায় জযাভ; জযাকভয ফযাাকয করকাতায ফদনাভ অকে- ১ ঘন্টায যাস্তা ততন ঘন্টা - নানা ধযকনয মানফান,
থরাক থফত - তাড়াতাতড়য থকাকনা ফকাআ থনআ। এিন এিাকন একআ ফস্থা - োতড় থমন াকয় াকয় িকর,
তকেু কতআ একোকত িায় না - থফ তফযক্ত কয় ড়র শুকবন্দু - মানজট োতড়কয় ঘকযয দকয থঁোকত থফ থদতযআ
র - থফর ফাজকতআ কভতরকা দযজা িুকরআ যান্নাঘকয।
শুকবন্দু ঘকয ঢুকক কাকয অয়াজ থকয় বাফকরা, থতভন তকেু নয়। থভভাকফ িা অনকেন; মাক ফাঁিা থের,
থবকফ িুতট ককয থাপায় ফকরা। কভতরকা থেয ঈয দু 'কা িা ককয়কটা ককাড়া তনকয় ঈতস্থত র;
শুকবন্দু ভুিতক থক, "তক ফযাায, যাে ককযে নাতক? ঠাত থপান কযকর?" িাকয়য কা ভুকি তদকত তদকত
কভতরকায তদকক তাকাকরা। কভতরকা একটু ঝাঁঝাকরা ু কয ফরর - "অচ্ছা তুতভ তক? কত কয তপ থেকর,
পুরদাতনটায তদকক নজয থের না- পুরগুকরা শুতককয় থের" শুকবন্দু একটু ফাক কয়আ পুরদাতনটায তদকক
তাকাকরা। ততযআ িুফ নযায় কয়কে; একককতা অজ valentine থড তাযয তরতবং রুকভয পুরদাতনকত পুর
শুকাকচ্ছ- না। িুফ িাযা থদিাতচ্ছর তনিআ না কর কভতরকা এত যাে ককয না। শুকবন্দু ভকন ভকন থফ রতিত
র। তযকফটা থকভন বাযী কয় ঈকঠকে। তযকফটাকক ারৃা কযায জনয শুকবন্দু ফরর - "কভর, ির কফ ত ৭
টা ফাকজ। অভযা কথা তডনায ককয অত"। কভতরকা একটু তক তিন্তা কযকরা তাযয যাতজ কয় থের শুকবন্দুয
প্রস্তাকফ।
মথাযীতত যা ততযী কয় থফতযকয় ড়র একটা আটাতরয়ান থযস্টুকযকন্টয ঈকেকয- থপযায কথ তকেু রার থোরা
থকনায আচ্ছা থাককরা ভকন ভকন। িাফায ডোয তদকয় এতক্ষ্কণ শুকবন্রু তযতস্থতত স্বাবাতফক নু বফ কযকরা– কভতরকা
এতক্ষ্ণ য থফ স্বাবাতফক কয় অজককয থযস্টুকযকন্টয তফলকয় শুকবন্দুকক নানা কথা ফরতের – অজককয
থযস্টুকযকন্ট রার অকরায অবা  রার থোরা প্রততটা থটতফকর - একটা ারৃা তভঈতজককয নু যণন তযকফটাকক
এক নতুন ভাত্র তদকয়কে। শুকবন্দু বাফকরা এফায কথাটা ফরা বাকরা; বাফকত বাফকত ফকর থপরর, “কভতরকা

অভাকক য়ত ককয়ক তদকনয জনয ব্রাতজর থমকত

কফ

- ফয এিকনা তঠক তদনটা জানায়তন তপ

থথকক”

শুকবন্দু কথাটা ফরায কযআ িাফায এক থের- কভতরকা তকেু ক্ষ্ণ িু ককয থথকক ফরর, "থমকত য় মাকফ তক অয কযা মাকফ"

ফরকত ফরকত একটু

নযভনস্ক কয় থের - একটু কয ফরর, "কত তদকনয জনয" শুকবন্দু

য বাফান্তয রক্ষ্য ককয ফরর, "এিকনা থকাকনা তকেু আ জানকত াতযতন,

শুধু থজকনতে, থমকত কফ -

কততদন, কিন তকেু আ জাতননা, কভতরকা" কভতরকা িাফায তঠক কযকত কযকত একু তিন্তা কযতের - য়ত অফায
একা থাকায কথায় বাফতের। দু জকন কনক দযকাযী দযকাযী কথায ভাঝিাকন াতযকয় থের তকেু ক্ষ্ণ - িায়া
থল কযকত থফ যাত কয় থের।
কভতরকায ভনটা একটু বাযী তের - তফু নানাকথায ভকধয তনকজকক ারকা ককয তনর - যাত কয় মায়াকত পুর
অয থকনা করা না - যা থতদনকায ভত ফাতড়য তদকক া ফাড়াকরা।
শুকবন্দু একটা ভাতিনযাানার থকাম্পাতনয এেতজতকঈতটব তপায, প্রায়আ ফাআকয থমকত য় - কভতরকা জানোতরভ
ককয, তনঈআয়ককেয একটা স্থানীয় তত্রকায াফ-এতডটায। দু জকনযআ দ্বাতয়ত্বূ ণে কাজ - মততদন থকাকনা নতুন প্রাণীয
অেভন না ঘকট তততদন কভতরকা কাজ কযকফ - কয থেকড় থদকফ। দু জকনআ বদ্রবয স্ববাকফয। ভযানাটকনয
এককফাকয প্রাণকককে কদয ফাতড় - থোট ংায; কভতরকা িুফ থৌতিন  াজাকনা থোোকনা থভকয় - একদয থোট্ট
ফ্লাটটাকক ু ন্দয াতজকয় থযকিকে - দু জকনআ িুফ ফযস্ত। কভতরকা একটু তাড়াতাতড় থযকে মায় অফায ঠান্ডা য়
তাড়াতাতড়। দু জকনআ িুফ দাতয়ত্ব তনকয় কাজ ককয - অফায ংাযটা বারবাকফ ককয - এআ বাকফ যাে তবভান 
অনকন্দয ভকধয কদয তদনগুকরা থককট মায় - থফ তকেু তদন। ব্রাতজর মায়ায কথা প্রায় বুকরআ তেকয়তের দু জকন।
ঠাথ একতদন শুকবন্দু তপ থথকক তপকয জানাকরা কক ১০আ থকেম্বয ব্রাতজর থমকত কফ – কভতরকা থযাজকায ভত
দু কা িা অয তকেু স্নাক্স তনকয় ঈতস্থত কয়কে - শুকবন্দু য তদকক তাতককয় একটু থক ফরর "ভাত্র দু 'প্তাকয
জনয" কভতরকা এফায শুকবন্দুয তদকক তাতককয় ফাক কয় ফরর "দু 'প্তা কভ! তক ফরে তুতভ? তঠক অকে মা থমকত থতা কফআ; তক অয ফরফ।"
শুকবন্দুয জনয weekend এ থদাকাকন তেকয় প্রকয়াজনীয় তজতনত্র তককন থপরর কভতরকা। তনকজ াকত শুকবন্দুয
ফযাে গুতেকয় তদর - াকথ তকেু শুককনা িাফায গুতেকয় তদর।
10th থকেম্বয কযয ৭টায়

- আ তদন তঠক ভকয় এয়াযকাকটে থঁকে

এ তুকর তদর কভতরকা

শুকবন্দুকক। এভতন ককযআ কক একা একা থফ তকেু তদন ন্তয ন্তয থাককত য় - িাতনকটা বযস্ত কয় থেকে
কভতরকা। যাকত ফাতড় তপকয অয তকেু থির না - কাকর তপ থমকত কফ তাড়াতাতড় শুকয় ড়র।
কাকর ততযী কয় তাড়াতাতড় তপ থফতযকয় ড়র - তকেু গুরুত্বূ ণে কাজ অকে - তকেু িফয ংগ্র কযকত কক
তপ থথকক থফকযাকত কফ - য়ার্ল্ে থেড থন্টাকয য তপ - দু ুকযয অকে থকাকনা িফয ায়া মাকফ না

শুকবন্দুয। শুকবন্দুয কথা বাফকত বাফকত তপ থঁোকরা। তরপকট ঠায অকে কতপ কাঈন্টাকয থের - তিন ৮৩০ ফাকজ। কতপ থনয়ায অয ভয় াকফ না - তকন্তু ফড় রাআন কাঈন্টাকযয াভকন।  াত াঁি বাফকত বাফকত

রাআকন দাড়াকরা - ঘতড় থদিকত থদিকত একোকত থাককরা রাআকন - ঠাথ তফকট অয়াজ অয থিাি ঝরাকনা
অকরা - তায কযআ েবীয যকায। থকাথায় াতযকয় থের কভতরকা - থধায়া অয যকাকয ফ থল।
এআ বাকফ কনক কভতরকা াতযকয় থের থতদন। ১১আ থকেম্বয ২০০১- এআ বাকফ কত ত কভতরকা অয
শুকবন্দুয ংায থল কয় থের েবীয ঘন যকাকয - জ্বরন্ত োআএয োদায় তায তঠকানা থনআ।
াতযকয় থের কভতরকায থোট্ট ু কিয ংায। ততনতদন য শুকবন্দু মিন তপযর তিন শুধু থধায়া অয অয োআএয
োদায় তধতক তধতক জ্বরন্ত অগুন। ফযস্ত ভযানাটন থমন প্রতক্ষ্যদেী কয় দাতড়কয় অকে

- অয অকে তযজন

াযাকনায াাকায - ককরআ িুজকে াযাকনা প্রমজনকদয - শুকবন্দু িুঁকজ থফড়াকচ্ছ তায কভতরকাকক - য়ত িুঁকজ
াকফ - কিকনা থকানিাকন তায াযাকনা কভতরকাকক।

কতরকাতা কত প্রকাতত 'নফধাযা' তত্রকায তনয়তভত থরতিকা. থোটেকেয াাাত তাঁয থরিা কতফতা  ভ্রভন কাতনী  মকথষ্ট ঈকবােয

থফাস্টন, ভযাািুকট
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অহ্বান

,

তনকভল িে
এনপীর্ল্, কাকনতটকাট

কুতকনী

প্রতথতজ কতফ এফং ু োয়ক
তাঁয

"
প্রংতত কতফতা

", "

ড mp3"

"

wireless"

ব্রততী ফকন্দযাাধযায়  থৌতভত্র িকট্টাাধযাকয়য ককে ধ্বতনত কয়কে থফাস্টকন তাঁয ৃ ষ্ট

ফাংরা ফযান্ড "ায ফাংরা" তযআ বালা  থদকাকরয েতন্ড ায ককয ককরয ভকনয দু য়াকয থঁতেকয় থেকে

কতফতা থপ্রতভক কতফতা  াততয াকঠয াকথ যিনাকত তাঁয ঈত্া থদিা মায় এআ কতফতাতট তাঁয “Diamente” ঘযানায একতট
ৃ তষ্ট
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ভকয়যা

...

থভকর িুজকত থেকরআ.........
?

ু দক্ষ্ এফং তবজ্ঞ থরিক ফহু ফেয থথকক তততন কাফয যিনা ককয
অকেন তাঁয থরিা কতফতা ফহু ত্র তত্রকায় প্রকাতত এফং প্রংতত

স্ববাফ কতফ এফং ু োয়ক কতফতা থরিায াাাত
প্রফয যিনা এফং যভয যিনাকত তাঁয দক্ষ্তা অকলেনীয়

কয়কে

Best wishes from

230 W Hill Rd
Newington, CT 06111
(860) 570-1112

44 South Main ST
East Windsor, CT 06088
(860) 831-0013
Open daily

7 Days Fresh Produce

Best Prices

Services & Honesty

SYama ŸgOrIr •paKYan
iSbanI B´acaàZY
inyaniFk, kaenkiFkaF
kaiàtekr …k iHeml raet iS•il Jrar smy ZKn
SaƒK bajl duiF Ger jnM Hl duiF Ÿmeyr,
klkatar w† •¹eret pueran baiRr ntun Ger
maeyr Ÿkael …l SYama, SYama maeyr gaeyr r„ ŸZBal namiF dIpainÓta itniF Baeyr …kiF Ÿban Ÿs,
‹† smey† ŸgOrI …l ûglIr …k mP÷el
Ÿsana Jra gaeyr r„ ŸZ Hais Jer ŸcaKiF jueR|
smy tbu ryna ŸTem ŸgOrI SYamaw baeR º¡em
ô™uelr pafiF ŸSx ker kelj peT …igey cel
tKn taedr Hfa‡ ŸdKa kelejr w† pãTm £aes
paeS bsa ŸnaFiF ŸlKa, pãTm kTa Hfa‡ bla
SaÇ» suSIl ŸgOrI Vr dmka Hawya SYamar saeT
ŸbaJar Veg† £aesr Paƒek Hey Ÿgl bÉ™ tara|
paSapaiS HaƒFel sba† bel taedr Vela-VƒDar
gaeyr re˜r obpiretY menr r„iF imeS …kakar
kelj ŸkeF nÆdenet pãTm ŸdKa iPlM ŸPiöBYal
b†emlaet Duelar JeR P™cka Kawya kibta ŸSana,
BabC Ÿkmn gæp … ŸZ, ntun kTa …mn ik Vr
…rper ik Heb ŸBeb icÇ»a krar Ÿn† drkar|
kelj ŸSex ŸgOrI Ÿgl ibey Hey SÿìrbaRI
SYama Ÿmey dadur mt† cll iSKet bYairö»air
dujn …Kn dur ŸdeSet ŸPan Vr †eml kaeC Ven
SYama janl Ÿsidn ŸPaen ŸgOrIr menr Ÿgapn bYTa,
Ÿraj kagj Kuel pR ŸZmn …Kaenetw …k-† kTaVera Fakar jenY wra ŸgOrIek Ÿdy kñ Bair
ìen SYama taRataiR CuFl ŸgOrIr SÿìrbaRI|
tarperet Aenk gæp Haspatal Vr puilS baRI
SYamar jenY† ŸgOrI Vbar iPrl Guer Zemr baRI
gaeyr r„ tar pueR igey SYamar se˜ imel ŸgeC
ŸgOrI …Kn Bal VeC ididmin paRar ô™elr
geæp ŸdK Vim Ÿkmn ŸgOrIek w† baƒicey idlam
Vsel ikÇ¼ baƒecin Ÿs Hyin ikCu Asuredr-w|
Ÿraj kt ŸZ …mn ŸgOrI SYama Ÿmey Guer ŸbRay
Asuerraw manux Ÿsej s„saeret rey ŸZ Zay
men men Ÿraj ta† ca† SYama ma tu† Vy ŸZ kaeC
muiCey Ÿd ma menr VƒDar ŸgOrIedr w† kñFaek
Sai¹¡ Ÿd ma- ŸSKa Het pãeyajen By«ir
menr Asur dmn kr ma, Velay Br ŸZ Ÿmaedr baiR|

ফহুতদন থথকক থরিাকরতি কযকেন. তাঁয থরিা কতফতা গুতনজকনয প্রংায াত্র কয়কে

ফহু ত্র তত্রকায  প্রকাকনয কঙ্গ মু ক্ত. তততন দু েোূ জা ঈরকক্ষ্য BAGH কত প্রকাতত তত্রকায ম্পাদক এফং তবজ্ঞ থরিক
 ু োয়ক. তাঁয থরিা কতফতা, প্রফয  নু ফাদ ফহুতদন ধকয াঠকেণকক তদকয়কে বাফনায িাদয  যকয অস্বাদ.

AeSak k™mar cº¡bà¹I
ŸcSar, kaeniFkaF
Haraena ŸraÀur

pãaN Birey

ফহুতদন থথকক কতফতা, োন  যঙ্গভকেয কঙ্গ তনকজকক তপ্রকতা বাকফ জতড়কয় থযকিকেন. তাঁয থরিা কাফযগ্রন্থ "এ োন অভায"
কতফতাকপ্রভীকদয জনয একতট ভূ রয ঈায.

কতরকাতা, তিভফঙ্গ
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তবজ্ঞ থরিক থরিায াাাত স্ততে এফং যঙ্গভকে তাঁয চ্ছন্দ তফিযণ তাঁয থরিা কতফতাগুচ্ছ "ততন দককয ধাঁধা" থমন
জীফকনযআ প্রততচ্ছতফ

স্বয়ং বেফাকনয অতফবোফ  তাঁয ায করুনা
কযকৃষ্ণ বট্টািামেয(এভ. এ. ুযাণ কৃতযততথে)
কতরকাতা, তিভফঙ্গ
শ্রী বেফান তাঁয অতফবোফ ম্বকয ফকরকেন - মিন মিন ধকভেয গ্লাতন এফং ধকভেয প্রাদু বোফ য় তিতন অতভ
অতফবূ েত আ। াধু কদয তযত্রাকনয জনয এফং দু স্কৃতেকণয তফনাকয জনয অতভ মু কে মু কে ফতীণে আ। তকন্তু
েীতায এআ ফাকয স্বয়ং বেফাকনয ম্বকয প্রকমাজয নয়।
তাকর স্বয়ং থকন ফতীণে ন? কুতন্ত ততভা অতফবোকফয কাযণ ম্বকয ফকরকেন। শ্রীকোতফন্দ তস্তনাুয থথকক
তফদায় তনকয় দ্বাযকায় মাফায কাকর কুতন্ত ততভা ফরকরন - ফাফা থোতফন্দ, থতাভায অতফবোফ ম্বকয কনকক কনক
তকেু ফকর। থকঈ ফকর ান্ডফ ফংকক কৃতাথে কযফায জনয, থকঈ ফকর বূ বায যকণয জনয, থকঈ ফকর মদু ফংকক
রঙ্কৃত কযফায জনয, থকঈ ফকর এয ভকধয তনকজকক যািকরন - তুতভ তনতয থোরকধাভ থথকক এআ বূ করাকক
ফতীণে কয়ে থকফর নাতদকাকরয তফদযাতিষ্ট জীফজেতকক ঈদ্ধায কযফায জনয। এআ ংাকয তফদযা-কাভকভে(তফদযা করা ফীজ - ফীজ থথকক ঙ্কুয ঈঠকরা ফানা - তায থথকক কভেপর অকে) - এআ ততকনয দ্বাযা
জীফজেত তনযন্তয কষ্ট াকচ্ছ। একদয জন্ম-ভৃতুযয থযাআ কচ্ছ না। জন্ম-ভৃতুয থযাধ কফায জনয, দু ঃি তনফৃ তিয জনয
কত কভেী এযা ককযকে তকন্তু তকেু আ য় না। তফদযাকক মতক্ষ্ণ অতরঙ্গন ককয বাকফকত অকে ততক্ষ্ণ ভুতক্তয তদন
ায়া মাকফ না।
অতরঙ্গনটা বাকফকত - াক্ষ্াত নয়। থটা তক যকভ? বাকফকত অতরঙ্গন য় - এ'জেকত থদিা মায়। স্বকে মতদ
থকঈ কাঈকক অতরঙ্গন ককয - ফাস্তফ না কর অতরঙ্গকনয ু ি থতা ায়। থতভতন কৃষ্ণ তফভুি জীফাত্মা - ভুগ্ধ অত্মা
তফদযাকক অতরঙ্গন ককযকে বাকফকত। থি এ থনা কাটাকনা িুফ কতঠন। তফদযা যতিত থম কর ংায, থদ
অতদ তফলয় ু ি তাকতআ থভকত অকে। থ থম থোতফন্দয ং থ কথা বুকর থেকে। জীফ থম তনতয কৃষ্ণদা থ
কথা থ বুকর ফক অকে। স্বরূ তায দু কটা -(১) তনতয কৃষ্ণদা, (২) তনতয, শুদ্ধ, ফুদ্ধ, ভুক্ত।
প্রথভ তযিয় - কৃষ্ণদা নাতদকার থথকক বুর কয় অকে। তনতয, শুদ্ধ, ফুদ্ধ, ভুক্ত - একথাটা ভকন অকে। এআ
জ্ঞাকনয িযাতত ভাভায়া যাির না। তফদযাকক ভাভায়া কাকন কাকন ফকর তদর - "জীফ নাতদ কৃষ্ণতফভুি ফকর ভকন
ভকন দু ফের। তুতভ তাকক থবারাকত াযকফ"। তফদযা থআ ু কমাকে বুতরকম নানা যকভ থদ েতেকয় তদর - ভাকন
িকেয ককয তনর অয তক! ভুগ্ধ জীফাত্মা তফদযায কুকক কড় থদগুকরা গ্রণ কযকরা। কাকজআ তফদযায অতরঙ্গন
থম মেন্ত না োড়কফ ভুতক্তয থ নাআ।
শ্রীকোতফন্দকক কুতন্ত ততভা ফরকরন - তফদযায অতরঙ্গন থথকক একদয যাফায জনয তুতভ এক শ্রফণকমােয,
স্মযণকমােয রীরাগুতর প্রকা ককযে। থতাভায প্রকাতত রীরাগুতর মাযা শ্রফণ কযকফ, স্মযণ কযকফ, তাকদযআ তফদযাঅতরঙ্গকনয স্পৃা ধীকয ধীকয ককভ মাকফ। এযআ জনয থতাভায অতফবোফ। যভবােফত কৃষ্ণানন্দ ফাফাজী ভাযাজ থম
বাকফ অস্বাদন ককযকেন থআ নন্ত অস্বাদকনয তকেু তফতযকণয প্রকিষ্টায থরাব াভরাকত থকয অকযা তনকফদন:

অতফবোফ ম্বকয কুতন্তভা অয ফকরকেন - যভং মাযা, অত্মাযাভ ভুতন মাযা, ভর তফি মাযা, তফদযায
অতরঙ্গন তযাে ককযকে মাযা, অত্মানকন্দ তফকবায কয় থাকক মাযা - তাকদয থতাভায াদদ্মভাদু মেযকত অকৃষ্ট ককয
থতাভায িযকণ বতক্তকমাে কযফায তনতভি থতাভায অতফবোফ।
ৃ তষ্টকতো ব্রম্ভা ফকরকেন - ভায়াতীত কয় তুতভ ভায়াজেকতয থমভন নু ষ্ঠান থতভন অযণ ককয নু কযণ কযা 'মা
কয থোতফন্দ' ফকর মাযা থতাভায িযণ বযা ককয কয অকে তাকদয অনন্দ তদকত তুতভ অতফবূ েত ।
শ্রীভদ্ভােফকতয

ফক্তা

শ্রীশুককদফ

ফকরকেন

-

জীফজেকতয

প্রতত

নু গ্র

কযফায

জনয

থতাভায

অতফবোফ। নু গ্রটা তক? টাকা ায়া নয়, ুত্র জন্মাকনা নয়, থযাে বাকরা য়া নয়। তকফ? তফদযায অতরঙ্গন
থথকক অত্মাকক ভুক্ত কযায নাভ নু গ্র। এআ নু গ্র তততন তকবাকফ ককযকেন? যভব্রম্ভ নযাকৃতত রূক অতফবূ ত
ে
কয় থআ রীরা ককযকেন - 'থম রীরাগুতর শ্রফণ কযকরআ ভানু ল তত্য কফ।
তফদযায অতরঙ্গকনয পকর ভানু ল থকয়কে তক? এতকার জন্মভৃতুযয থি, ক্ষ্ুতত্াা, থযাে, ক প্রতবতত প্রতত
জকন্ম। অভকদয ততা তততন, তববাফক তততন, প্রবু তততন। অভাকদয ীভাীন কষ্ট থদকি তততন অয য কযকত
াকযনতন। তাআ তনতয থোরকধাভ থথকক থনকভ এককেন বূ -ফৃ ন্দাফকন। যভ করুনাভয় তততন - তাঁয করুনায ন্ত
নাআ। স্বয়ং তততন থনকভকেন ধযনীয ধু রায় অভকদয ভত কয় - ভানু ল রূ ধাযণ ককয। এফায তততন প্রতততনতধ
াঠানতন। স্বয়ং বেফানকক ফভয় অায দযকায কড় না। কিকনা ং তদকয় ফা করা তদকয় তাঁয ঈকেয াধন
কয় মায়। তকন্তু এফায তততন স্বয়ং ফতীণে। অভযা অভকদয একান্ত অনজনকক বুকর তদতফয কাতয়ক ফস্তু তনকয়
ভকজ অতে। ফাযফায জন্মাতচ্ছ, ফাযফায ভৃতুযফযণ কযতে অফায ফাযফায জননী জঠকয য়ন কযতে। তকন্তু
অকুরবাকফ ফরায প্রতফতি জাকে না - " আ ংাকয, িরু দু ন্তাকয, কৃায়াাকয াত ভুযাকয"।
তাআ স্বয়ং বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণিে অভাকদয প্রতত ায করুনায় ফতীণে কয় তাঁয ভৃতভয়ী রীরা তদকয় ডাককেন:
"থতাভযা এক অভায রীরা কাকন থান, অভায রীরা ভকন বাফ তাকর থদিকফ থম যত্ন াকফ থ যত্ন ভায়ায
জেকত থকাথা তফতি য় না।"

.

ভাবাযকতয ততাভকয শ্রীকৃষ্ণস্তুতত
থোতফন্দ কৃাপ্রাথেী ু করিা োঙ্গুরী
কতরকাতা, তিভফঙ্গ

কুরুকক্ষ্ত্র মু দ্ধ থল কয়কে। শ্রী বেফাকনয কৃায় ান্ডফেণ মু কদ্ধ জয়রাব কযকত ক্ষ্ভ কয়কেন। তকন্তু থআ
জয়রাকব অনন্দ থনআ। ধভেযাজ মু তধতষ্ঠয তফলাদগ্রস্ত কয় কড়কেন। িতুতদেকক স্বজন তফকয়াে এফং ংিয ভৃতুয তাঁকক
এআ প্রকেয ম্মু কি দাঁড় কতযকয় তদকয়কে - এত ভৃতুযয প্রততদাকন তক থরাভ? থকন অত্মীয়স্বজন, ফযুফাযফকদয
তফনাকয কাযণ রাভ? এত কক্ষ্ৌতনী তনয থফাধ ককয যাজু ি থবাে প্রকয়াজন তের তক? তাঁয ভকন র থমন
নন্তকার ধকয নযকফা ককয তাঁয তনস্কৃতত থনআ। মতদ াস্ত্র নু াকয প্রজা ারকনয জনয যাজায ধভেমুকদ্ধ া
না য়ায কথা ফরা য়, তফু াস্ত্রফিন ধভেযাজকক তফলাদগ্রস্ত ফস্থা থথকক ঈদ্ধায কযকত ক্ষ্ভ তচ্ছর না।
মু কদ্ধয তযনাভ এত বয়াফতা কুরুকক্ষ্কত্রয মু কদ্ধয ূ কফে ধভেযাজ ফুঝকত াকযনতন।
একন ধভেযাকজয তফলাকদ ককরআ ফযাকুর কয় ড়করন। বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ  তত্রকারদেী ঋতলেণ ধভেযাজ
মু তধতষ্ঠযকক তফযত কযফায জনয ঈকদাদী তদকরন; তকন্তু তায ু পর থদিা থের না। তিন ককর তভকর তঠক
কযকরন কন্দ দু য কফ। বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ এআ প্রস্তাকফ ম্মতত তদকরন। তাআ ততাভ বীকেয কাকে থমকত ধভেযাজ
যাতজ কয় থেকরন।
স্বণোরংকাকয তিত ঈিভ শ্বমু ক্ত যকথ অকযান ককয ান্ডফেণ ধভেযাকজয নু েভন কযকরন। তাঁকদয কঙ্গ ফযা,
থধৌভয অতদ থেকরন। বীকেয কাকে ঈকদকয জনয েভন প্রকঙ্গ একটা প্রে স্বাবাতফকবাকফআ ভকন কঠ থম
বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ স্বয়ং ঈতস্থত থাককত বীকেয ঈকদকয থকন দযকায কয় ড়র? বেফান শ্রীকৃকষ্ণয থকাথায় মায
জ্ঞান য়না তায জ্ঞান কফ বীকেয ঈকদক! এআ প্রকঙ্গ অয এক ঙ্গত প্রে - স্বয়ং বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ থকন
মু তধতষ্ঠকযয কঙ্গ বীকেয কাকে থমকত িাআকরন? ফস্তুত শ্রীবেফাকনয রীরায তাত্ক্ষ্তণক তফিায কযকর প্রকৃত ঈকেয
জানা কনক ভয় ম্ভফ কয় কঠ না। তএফ, শ্রীকৃষ্ণ জুেকনয কঙ্গ যকথ ককয তাঁকদয নু েভন কযকরন।
ান্ডফেণ শ্রীকৃষ্ণ  নু িযকদয কঙ্গ কুরুকক্ষ্কত্রয প্রান্তকয ঈনীত কয় থদিকরন থম ততাভ বীে থিাকন স্বেে
থথকক ততত থদফতায নযায় াতয়ত যকয়কেন। তাঁযা ততাভকক প্রনাভ কযকরন। তিন বযতকুরততরক তবশ্মকক
দেন কযফায জনয ভস্ত ব্রম্ভতলে, থদফতলে  যাজতলেকদয অেভন কয়তের। ততাভ বীে তায কতেফয ম্বকয কিতন
তেকরন। থআ কর ভান ঋতলকদয ঈতস্থত কত থদকি তততন তাকদয মথাকমােয ম্মান কযকরন। শ্রীকৃষ্ণ থম স্বয়ং
শ্রীবেফান ততাভ তা ভযকবাকফ জানকতন। তাআ রীরায় নফরূক তথায় ঈতফষ্ট  শ্রীবেফানরূক ন্তকয
তফযাজভান বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণকক তততন ন্তকয ফাআকয ঈবয়বাকফআ ূ জা কযকরন।

তাঁয তনকট তফনয়  শ্রদ্ধামু ক্ত বাকফ ান্ডফকদয ঈতস্থত থদকি ততাভ বীকেয নয়নমু ের শ্রুজকর বকয থের;
অয মাঁকক ধযান ককয দেন ায়া মায় না থআ জেদীকয যভ করুনাভয় শ্রীকৃষ্ণ কৃা ককয স্বযীকয ঈনীত
কয়কেন, তাকত অনন্দ ায়াআ থতা স্বাবাতফক ঘটনা।
বীে ততাভ ফরকত থাককরন - "ধভেুত্র ান্ডফেণ, থতাভযা ব্রাম্ভন, ধভে  শ্রীকৃষ্ণ অতশ্রত; কষ্টকয জীফনমান
কযকত থতাভযা ফাধয কয়ে মা থতাভাকদয জনয ঈমু ক্ত নয়। এ ফড় দু ঃি  তযতাকয কথা।"
ান্ডফেণ তফলন্ন ফদকন বীকেয কাকে ফক যকয়কেন। বীে অফায ফরকরন - "শ্রী বেফাকনয রীরা ফুঝকত াযা কতঠন। তাঁয
নাভ স্মযণ কযকরআ থিাকন ফেদুঃকিয ফান য় থআ শ্রীবেফাকনয কঙ্গ থি থতাভাকদয দু ঃিতনফাযণ কচ্ছ না। অভায
ধাযণা থম থতাভাকদয জীফকন মা তকেু তপ্রয় ঘটনা ঘকটকে, এ ফআ তাঁয রীরাভাত্র। না কর থমিাকন ধভেুত্র মু তধতষ্ঠয,
েদামু কধধ তনুন বীভ, স্ত্রতফদযায় াযদেী োন্ডীফধাযী জুেন এফং যভফাযফ শ্রীকৃষ্ণ স্বয়ং ফতেভান, থিাকন তফদ অক এ তত অিকমেয কথা। কর ু কিয কাযণ ঈতস্থত থাককর থতাভাকদয দু ঃকিয তনফৃ তি কচ্ছ না, এয থিকয় অিকমেয তফলয়
অয তক কত াকয"।
এআ শ্রীকৃষ্ণ াক্ষ্াত বেফান। ককরয অতদ কাযণ  যভুরুল নাযায়ন। তকন্তু ভায়া ফকর জেতকক থভাতত ককয মদু কুকর
ফতীণে কয় রীরা কযকেন। এঁয ভাপ্রবাফ েভয  যযভয়;তা থকফর বেফান ংকয, থদফতলে নাযদ  স্বয়ং বেফান
কতরআ জাকনন। থতাভাকদয ভাতুর ম্পতকেত ভ্রাতা, তপ্রয় তভত্র  তততলী - জনকক থতাভযা ভন্ত্রী, কিকনা দূ ত অফায কিকনা
াযথী কযকত আতস্তত ককযাতন, তততন অকর স্বয়ং যভাত্মা। এআ ফোত্মা, ভদেী তদ্বতীয়, তনযংকায এফং তনষ্পা
যভাত্মায থোট-ফড় থকাকনা কাকমেযআ থশ্রণীতফিায থনআ। এআরূ ফেত্র ভবাফান্ন য়া কি তাঁয ননয থপ্রভী বক্তকদয
প্রতত তাঁয তক ীভ কৃা। তাআ অভায ভৃ তুযকাকর তততন দেনদান কযফায জনয স্বয়ং ঈতস্থত কয়কেন। এঁয নাভ কাভনাফানা  কভেফযন থথকক তিযতকয ভতক্ত প্রদান কতযয়া থাকক। আতন থদফাতদকদফ শ্রীবেফান মাঁয প্রন্ন িতুবুেজ রূদেন থকফর
ধযানকমাকেআ য়। অভায একান্ত প্রাথেনা থম তততন থমন অভায থদতযাে মেন্ত অভায কাকে ঈতস্থত থাককন।

ধভেযাজ মু তধতষ্ঠয ততাভ বীকেয ঈকদ শুকন ভকফত ঋতলেকনয ভুকিআ ধভে তফলকয় নানাতফধ প্রে কযকরন।
বীে এিন ফণোশ্রভস্বীকৃত স্বাবাতফক ধভে এফং তফযােযরূ তনফৃ তিভােে  তক্তরূ প্রফৃ তিভােে, াধভে যাজতলে,
থভাক্ষ্ ধভে, স্ত্রীধভে  বেফদধভে তাঁকক ফুতঝকয় ফরকরন। এযআ কঙ্গ তততন ধভে, থে, কাভ  থভাক্ষ্ তফলকয় ঈকদ
তদকরন। বীকেয ধভে ফািযা শুকন মু তধতষ্ঠকযয কর ংকয়য ফান করা। ততাভ বীে ধভেযাজ মু তধতষ্ঠযকক থাজা
কথায় ফুতঝকয় তদকরন থম ান্ডফকদয ফযু শ্রীকৃষ্ণ ান্ডফকদয থপ্রকভ ফীবূ ত অয ান্ডফকদয  তাঁয ঈয থপ্রভ
প্রীততভয় নয়। ান্ডফকদয ততাভ ফকরআ তততন কৃা ককয ভৃতুযয ভকয় এককেন। ভৃতুযকাকর স্বয়ং শ্রীবেফাকনয
দেন রাব কযা থতা তত থৌবাকেযয কথা।
ধভে প্রকঙ্গ ককয়কতদন কাটর এফং ঈিযায়নকার ঈতস্থত করা। তাঁয থদতযাকেয কার ভােত থদকি ততাভ
বীে তিন রক নয়কন শ্রীকৃষ্ণকক থদিকত থদিকত তাঁকত তিিভেণ ককয তাঁয স্তফস্তুতত কযকত রােকরন।
বীে ফরকত রােকরন, "অভায শুদ্ধ  তনযাক্ত ফৃ তদ্ধ অতভ মদু কুর তকযাভতন নন্ত তক্তয অধায বেফান
শ্রীকৃকষ্ণয িযকণ ভেণ কযতে। তাঁয থমােভায়া দ্বাযাআ ভগ্র ৃ তষ্ট কয় থাকক। শ্রীকৃকষ্ণ অভায তৃষ্ণাযতত,
কাভনাযতত তিিফৃ তি তনকফদন কযতে তত্রকরাকক থম শ্রীকৃকষ্ণয রূ কাভয থআ তভারদৃ  নীরফণে, ূ মেতকযণদৃ 

ঈির ীতফন তযফৃ ত, ভুিদ্ম মাঁয আতস্তত তফতক্ষ্প্ত কুতেত থক দ্বাযা রংকৃত থআ জুেনিা শ্রীকৃকষ্ণ অভায
কট ভতত থাক.
কুরুকক্ষ্কত্রয থআ তযপ্রততজ্ঞ, তযব্রত, যভজ্ঞানী  যভকমাদ্ধা শ্রীকৃষ্ণ ভূ ততেরূক অভায তিকি তঙ্কত কয় অকেন।
তাঁয ভুিভন্ডকর তফতক্ষ্প্ত রকযাতজ মু দ্ধকক্ষ্কত্রয ধু তরকত ভতরন কয় তেকয়তের অয তাঁয ভুিভন্ডকর শ্রভজতনত
ঘভেতফন্দুয ূ ফে থাবা তের। অভায মায অঘাকত থআ থদ ক্ষ্ততফক্ষ্ত কয় তেকয়তের, থআ ু ন্দয ফভেতযতত
বেফান শ্রীকৃকষ্ণ অভায থদ, ভন  অত্মা ভতেত থাক।
তনজ িা জুেকনয কথা স্বীকায ককয তমতন কুরুকক্ষ্কত্রয মু দ্ধবূ তভকত ঈবয়কক্ষ্য তকনযয ভকধয যথ স্থান ককয তনজ
দৃ তষ্ট দ্বাযা ত্রুকক্ষ্য অয়ু যণ ককযতেকরন, থআ াথেিা বেফান শ্রীকৃকষ্ণ অভায যভ তপ্রত থাক।
ত্রুতনযকদয ভকধয অত্মীয়-স্বজনকক থদকি স্বজনাযা জুেনকক তমতন েীতারুক অত্মতফদযায ঈকদ
দান ককয, তায াভতয়ক জ্ঞানতা দু য ককযতেকরন থআ যভুরুল বেফান শ্রীকৃকষ্ণয িযকণ অভায যভ নু যতক্ত
থাক। ভৃতুযকাকর স্বরুদান শ্রীবেফাকনয নন্ত কৃা।
অভায প্রততজ্ঞা যক্ষ্ায জনয তমতন(বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ) তনকজয প্রততজ্ঞা বঙ্গ ককয যথিি ধাযণ ককযতেকরন; তিন
তততন অভায প্রতত নু গ্র  বক্তফাত্করয তযূ ণে তেকরন; তততনআ অভায একভাত্র েতত অশ্রয় থান।
জুেকনয যকথয যক্ষ্কণ তকে ফাভকস্ত থঘাড়ায যা  দতক্ষ্ন কস্ত িাফুক ধাযণকাযী থম বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ ুফেরু
ধাযণ ককযতেকরন থআ াথোযথী বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ অভায যভ তপ্রত থাক।
মাঁয ু ন্দয েভন, তযা ফাকয, ভধু য ায  কপ্রভকৃাকটুতক্তদান দ্বাযা যভ ূ জনীয় থোতেণ যারীরায ভকধয
তাঁয ন্তধোকন ভাকপ্রভ তফকাযগ্রস্ততায় রীরায নু কযকণ তিন কয় তেকয়তেকরন, থআ বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ অভায যভ
তপ্রত থাক।
মু তধতষ্ঠকযয যাজূ য় মজ্ঞকাকর থশ্রষ্ঠ ভুতনঋতলেণ  যাজােণ ঈতস্থত তেকরন। থআ বাভকধয থশ্রষ্ঠ ফযতক্তত্ব শ্রীকৃষ্ণকক
ঘেযদাকনয ঘটনা অতভ থদকিতে। শ্রীকৃষ্ণ ককরয অত্মা  প্রবু। ককরআ শ্রীকৃকষ্ণয ুফেভূততে দেন ককয তাঁয
ূ জা ককযতেকরন। থআ যভাত্মা অজ অভায ম্মু কক ঈতস্থত কয়কেন অতভ কৃতকৃতাথে।
অকাকয ূ মে থমভন তফতবন্ন স্থাকন তফতবন্ন রূক প্রততবাত, থতভতন বাকফ জন্মভৃতুয যতত বেফান শ্রীকৃষ্ণ তনজ ৃ ষ্ট
তফতবন্ন থদতয ভকধয তবন্ন তবন্ন রূক প্রততবাত। প্রকৃতকক্ষ্ তততন এক  তবন্ন - কর জীকফয তবতয
তফযাজভান। অতভ ভযক রূক নু বফ ককযতে থম জন্মযতত যভাত্মাআ কচ্ছন এআ শ্রীকৃষ্ণ। কর জীকফয হৃদকয়
ন্তমোভী রূক তততনআ তফযাজভান। "থ বেফান! অনায কৃায় অতভ অজ থভাভুক্ত, অনায নন্ত প্রকা 
নন্ত ভূ ততেকত থকাকনা থবদ থনআ। অতনআ থম তিন্তভাতক্তয ফকর নানা রূক অত্মপ্রকা ককযন, তা অতভ
থজকনতে"।

ততাভ বীে এআবাকফ ন্তকয কৃষ্ণধযান, ভুকি কৃষ্ণ জনকীতেন  নয়কন কৃষ্ণরূ দেন কযকত কযকত তনকজকক
অত্মস্বরূ শ্রীবেফাকন রীন ককয তদকরন। তাঁয স্বরূ রীরাভয় শ্রীকৃকষ্ণয কঙ্গ একাত্ম কয় থের। ততাভ
বীকেয আচ্ছাূ ণে করা। মু তধতষ্ঠকযয ভকধয থম স্বজনফকধয গ্লাতন ঈতস্থত কয়তের তা বীকেয ঈকদক ৃ ত করা।
ভাজ্ঞানী ষ্টফু য নযতভ ততাভ বীকেয নয়নমু ের শ্রুজর থকন কয় ঈকঠতের তা বক্তেণ থজকন কৃতকৃতয
কয় থেকরন। ততাভ ভৃতুযকাকর শ্রীবেফানকক তিতনকয় তদকয় থেকরন।

দযা

বাযতীয় ংস্কৃতত, বাযতীয় ধভে মা ফায ধভে
নাতন তন্দু ধভে মা ভানফ ধভে
েঙ্গাধয িা
কতরকাতা, তিভফঙ্গ
তফতবন্ন নদীয জরধাযা থমভন ােকয ততত আয়া তনকজয তফতষ্টকক াযাআয়া একআ রূক তযনত য়, থতভতন
বাযতরূ ভানফ িয তফতবন্ন জাতত - ধভে - বালা - ংস্কৃততফান ভানু কলয ধাযা(ফতর কতফয থকাথায় - 'ক, হুন
দর, থভাের, াঠান এক থদক করা রীন') এআ বাযত ােকয অতয়া তভকরতভক একাকায আয়া তেয়াকে। এআ
তভরকন তফতিত্র ফৃ তদ্ধ াআয়াকে, তকন্তু ঐকয তফনষ্ট য় নাআ। বাযতফলে করককআ ভাদকয গ্রণ কতযয়াকে - অত্মস্থ
কতযয়াকে, কাাকক তফনষ্ট ককয নাআ। তংা  ংস্কৃততয ঈদাযতা বাযতীয় নাতন ধকভেয ভূ র কথা।
অিামেযকদকফয কথায় ফতর - 'থভকযে করীয কানা, তা ফকর তক থপ্রভ থদফ না'। বাযতীয় নাতন ধভে থম তং
থপ্রভ  অনকন্দ ূ ণ;ে এ থম অনন্দআ অনন্দ।
বাযতীয় ংস্কৃততকত ংকীণেতা, ক্ষ্ুদ্রতা  থোড়াভীয থকাকনা স্থান থনআ। এগুতর যোো স্বরূ ভাকঝ ভাকঝ
প্রফরবাকফ জাতীয় জীফনকক তফণে কতযয়াকে। জীফকনয ফভানতা নষ্ট কতযয়াকে পকর থক্ষ্াকবয ৃ তষ্ট কতযয়াকে।
তকন্তু বাযতফলে তায ঈদায ংস্কৃততয ন্ততনেতত তক্তয দ্বাযাআ তায তনজস্ব প্রতিয়ায় তায থভাকাতফরা কতযয়াকে,
এফং তায ভূ র বাফধাযায় তপতযয়া অতয়াকে। এআ প্রতিয়ায দ্বাযাআ ৃ তষ্ট আয়াতের থফৌদ্ধ ংস্কৃতত, তজন ংস্কৃতত
এফং তযককল বাযতীয় ংস্কৃততয াকথ তাা তভতরয়া তভতয়া একাকায আয়া তেয়াকে। ংস্কৃততয এআরূ ফস্থায়
নু রূ প্রতিয়ায় অতফবোফ ঘতটয়াতের শ্রীতিতনযকদকফয। তন্দু ংস্কৃততকক থোড়াতভ, ংকীণেতা জাতাকতয যকায
থথকক ভুক্ত তফষ্ণফ ংস্কৃতত অন বূ তভকা রআয়াতের। ভানু লকক তদয়াতেকরন থিতনায তিতনয। কয থ কথা ঠাকুয
শ্রীযাভকৃষ্ণ কেতরু

ফতরয়াতেকরন - 'থতাকদয তিতনয থাক'। শ্রীতিতনযকদকফয থ  অদে ঋতল যতফন্দ,

থদফযু তিিযঞ্জন দা এরূ অকযা কনক অধু তনককাকরয জ্ঞানী-গুণী তন্ডতভানু লজনকক েবীয বাকফ নু প্রাতনত
কতযয়াকে।
ভান ইশ্বয শ্রীবেফান মু কে মু কে বকক্তয ভাধযকভ ধভেকক ংস্থান কতযয়াকেন। তাঁয শ্রীভতিত ৃ তষ্টয ফয়কফ মিন
ভতরনতায থোঁয়া রাতেয়াকে, মিনআ ধকভেয গ্লাতন তাঁয ৃ তষ্টকক করু তলত কতযকত িাতয়াকে, তিনআ বেফত থপ্রতভক
 বেফত বকক্তয ভাধযকভ তাঁয নন্ত তক্তয প্রকাক তাা অফায ঈিীতফত আয়া ঈতঠয়াকে। শ্রীবেফাকনয এভনআ
ফতায শ্রীতিতনযভাপ্রবু থপ্রভবতক্তযক অপ্লু ত কয় ইশ্বকযয নাভ ংকীতেন কতযকত তিাআয়া তেয়াকেন, মা
অতজকায জতটরতায ফক্ষ্কয়য মু কে ভানু কলয ভুতক্তয জতভ থ।
তাঁয নাভগুণকীতেন কতযকর থদকয ফ া িতরয়া মায়। াততাতর তদকর থমভন ফৃ কক্ষ্য ফ াতি ারাআয়া মায়,
থতভতন ফ া তাঁয নাভগুণকীতেন কতযকর িতরয়া মায়।

এ থম ঠাকুকযয কথা তাআ শ্রদ্ধাফনত তিকি থআ ভান ইশ্বয শ্রীবেফাকনয স্মযনােত আয়া তাঁয নাভ কীতেন কতয  যভ থপ্রকভ,
অনন্দকরাকত তশ্রভত্বেফত বতক্তযক থপ্রভ ােকয ফোন কতয।
কয যাভ, কয যাভ, যাভ যাভ, কয কয
কয কৃষ্ণ, কয কৃষ্ণ, কৃষ্ণ কৃষ্ণ, কয কয।

-

स्थिति
शैरेन्द्र कुभाय
कोरकािा, ऩस्िभफॊगार
कर आज औय कर इनके बफच कहीॊ
िोरय सी जगह....िोरय सी ठहय
भेये तरए, उनके तरए
हभाये तरए।
हभाये थवप्ननं को एक जीवन नही
जीवन के वस ् कुछ ऩर चाहहए;
जहाॉ ठहयाव हो।

सहिमं का ठहयाव।
बफखयने औय सभेटने की कहिमाॉ
भौि िक जो जािी है ,

उसके ऩहरे िोरय सी जगह
िोरय सी ठहय।

Shailendra Kumar has been writing poetries and essays on current topics for a very long time. His eloquent style and
abstract thinking has always fascinated the poetry lovers of all ages.

वह शहय
अतनभेष चन्द्रा,
एनपील्ड, कनेस्टटकट
सावन आमा झूभके मू,ॉ के बीग गमा भेया िनभन

नन्द्हे ऩाओॊ से चरकय आके, खिा हुआ भेया फचऩन
आने रागी है माि भुझको वह साये सुनहे ये ऩर

भन का स्थिय जराशम भं टमं आज हो यही है हरचर
माि आ यही भेयी फचऩन की वह सायी गतरमाॊ

फुरा यही है आज भुझे हपय वह भहकिी कतरमाॉ

सारं गुजयं िे खे उस भनभोहहनी शाहय को

भन आज फिा उिावरा है हपय से उस एक सफ़य को
अॊि भं स्जसकी खिी यहे गी वह सऩनं का सेज तरए
भेये आने की प्रिीऺा भं िोनं हािं को फढाएॊ

आज का हिन बी मूॉ ही गुज़या, सूयज है अफ ढरने को
हिर िो आज बी याज़ी िा उस याथिं ऩे चरने को

ऩुयाने उस घयके िीवायं भं िी अनतगनि ियायं

हपय बी वह छोटा सा घय ना जाने टमं हिर को ऩुकाये
आॉखं फन्द्ध कयिे ही साभने आ जािी वह प्नमाया शहय
स्जन भं गुजयी है इस जीवन के न जाने हकिने ऩहय

वह याथिं जो जािी िी कबी भेये िोथि के घय की ओय
टमा आज बी कयिा है कोई उन याथिं ऩय शोय
ये रराइन के ऩास फैठके कयिे िे घॊटं फािं

फीि जािी िी वह रम्हे हथिे गािे भुथकुयािे
साये िोथि तभरकय हभ गए िे जफ एक छुट्टी भं

सोचे िे इस ितु नमा को आफ कय रंगे हभ भुठ्ठी भं
सोचे िे छुट्टी की ियह ही गुजये गी साया जीवन

भहकिा यहे गा सिा मह हसीन सऩनो का भधुफन

Animesh Chandra has been writing poems in Hindi and Urdu since his college days. Quite a few of his Hindi and Urdu
poems have been published in Indian magazines.

फेगाना

जगहा

ऩुष्ऩेन्द्र नागय

ऩुष्ऩेन्द्र नागय

आज खुि से ही भं इिना फेगाना हो गमा.

कबी कोई हॉ सिा महाॉ औय कबी कोई योिा महाॉ,

की भेया हय अऩना अफ भुझसे फेगाना हो गमा.

स्जथभ को चैन हो बरे ही, हिर को सुकू होिा कहाॉ

अफ शम्भा जरने से टमा हातसर,

सोचा िा िैयंगे रहयं क फीच,

जफ तचॊगायी की भजाय ऩय फ़ना ऩयवाना हो गमा.

ऩय साहहर से ही िोथिी रगेगा, भोजो भं गोिा कहाॉ.

आग से खेरने का शोक िा भुझे,

कऩिो के िाग िो धो तरए,

औय उसी आग से याख भेया आतशमाना होगमा.

ऩय िाभन बी िागिाय िा, उसे वो धोिा कहाॉ.

नए भं िो कोई हरचर नहीॊ,

ख्वाफ िे खने के ख्वाफ िे,

उसभे अफ उठी है टीस जो जख्भ ऩुयाना हो गमा.

न हिर फचा न आॉख,े हपय सऩने वो सॊजोिा कहाॉ.

स्जन्द्िो का िो सहाया न तभरा

ना कफ़न िा न कब्र िी,

उस फाजू ने हिमा सहाया स्जसे गुजये जभाना हो गमा,

अफ उठना नहीॊ िा उसे, सिा के तरए सोिा कहाॉ.

मु िो जीने के हं कई फहाने,
ऩय िेयी मािो से जीना सफसे फिा फहाना हो गमा.

मािो से ही िो स्जन्द्िा है 'ऩुष्ऩ'
इन्द्ही मािो भं भयने को होगा, इनसे सभझोिा कहाॉ

आजकर फहुि िनहा है ऩुष्ऩ

है एहसास भुझे की भं एक गुभनाभ अपसाना हो गमा,

Born in the home of a farmer in a small village KISHANPUR BIRANA, in Meerut district of Uttar Pradesh, Pushpendra
Nagar is now serving in Indian Air Force. He has received many critical acclaims for his Hindi poems.

Three Kinds of Mother
Avinash Pancholi
Rego Park, New York
Just say the word, ‘mother’ and it naturally evokes the feelings of nurturing, love, caring
and a host of wonderful memories in all of us. Irrespective of our racial, linguistic or
religious background, we all love our mother. Motherhood is one universal entity revered
in all cultures.

Biological Mother (Jivandata, Janmadata, Sharirik Mata)
A living being, whether human or animal, comes into being, is born, and survives, thanks to
countless troubles taken by their mothers, over millenniums. So, the first kind of mother,
we all know is one’s biological mother – the one who conceived us, helped us grow up
insider her and brought us up. She is the one who feeds us milk – in scientific terms our
mother gives us her own blood converted into the nutritious white liquid in mammary
glands of all mammals.
Here is an example of patience for anyone who thinks, being a
mother is no big deal. Imagine, someone asks you to hold a bag of
five-pound potatoes with a condition: “Do not put the bag down
on anything. Just hold it in your hand, no matter how long you
have to wait for me to return.” How long shall we hold the bag in
our hand, five-ten minutes, or don’t we feel like put it down when
no one is watching us? Well, our mothers hold us, carry us
carefully; nurture us in their wombs for about 280 days; that too
with a smiling face.
How can we do to repay our debt to our mother? Let's try our
best to serve our mother, put a smile on her face, as long as she is alive. Giving donations in
her memory is a noble cause. But taking care of parents when they are alive is one of the
best gifts we can offer them.
We all respect our moms. But how many of us respect animal mothers? Aren’t we thankful
to millions and millions of animal mothers who help making this world a wonderful place
to live in? Aren’t we all under heavy obligation of those animal mothers who help us in a
number of ways, giving us milk, food and just sheer joy of life?
Let us do at least one random act of kindness for an animal mother every day. Can we
remember obligations of Gau Mata (cow) every time we drink milk or tea with milk?
Donate with all your heart to Gaushalas where they take good care of cows.

Motherland (Matrubhumi) or Mother Nature (Prakruti Mata)
The kind of mother about which most Indians hardly seem to care - unfortunately - is our
motherland, India. Aren’t we all fortunate of being raised in the Indian culture? The Mother
Nature that manifests itself has the earth and a part of it, Bharat Mata, is our metaphysical
mother. There is a physical form we can see in form of land,
mountains, and rivers. And that’s why in our Sanatana Hindu
Dharma, we worship rivers as mothers and invoke their holy
waters before performing any pooja.
There is also a
spiritual/intangible side of Bharat Mata, we may not be able to
perceive, but it exists in form of the India’s gift to the world -Adhyatma Vidya and Bharatiya Sanskruti.
Let’s do at least one thing every day to repay our debt to Bharat
Mata. Let’s remember, how much Swami Vivekananda, one of
the greatest sons of Bharat Mata, did for his Matrubhumi. It
was Vivekananda, who introduced Mother India and its ancient culture in its pristine form
to America and the Western world.
Can we do one good turn to mother earth by wasting less and reusing resources such as
paper and water, minimizing pollution of the biosphere (air, water, land and life around us)
by leading a simpler life?

Divine Mother (Adya Shakti) or Universal Mother (Jagat Janani)
Every Navaratri (nine nights of worship to various forms of Amba Mata) we offer pooja to
Kali Mata. Kali is one of many forms (avirbhavas, rupas) of Adya Shakti- also known as Para
Amba Ma Bhagawati.
There are three forms of God:
Nirakar Brahma: formless, unmanifest, the absolute truth
Parmatma, sarva shaktiman, (eternal, omnipresent, omnipotent): in form of Vishnu, Shiva
and Durga
Bhagawan: loving God, who descended in the human form to help the world a better place
to live in as Avatars of Bhagawan Rama, Bhagawan Krishna.
Thus, Durga is one of the three eternal forms of God. She is Maha Maya/Para Shakti, one
who performs the acts that keep the world going.
Durga is a combined form (Sanyukta Swarup) of Saraswati, Laxmi and Kali. She is an
exquisite combinations of three Devis exemplifying three Gunas and symbolizing
Trigunatmak Prakruti: Satva (color white symbolizing purity and truth) as reflected in Mata
Saraswati, goddess of learning, Rajas (red, material objects) as Mata Laxmi, goddess of
prosperity, consort of Bhagawan Vishnu and Tamas (black), Mata Kali, one that appeared in
a ferocious form to eliminate demons and sinners and help us from win over our dosas (evil
elements) - both external and internal. The Divine Mother had to appear as Maha Kali in
that form to protect her loving children. As only a diamond cuts another diamond, Kali
Mata had to resort to some extreme steps such as fighting violent wars with evil forces.

Rama Krishna Paramhans worshiped and used to have
communion with Kali Mata. Having reached a stage of spiritual
heights, for Paramhans, he did not see any division between
different religions. Transcending barriers of religions, he
practiced different faiths and forms of worship -- although Kali
Mata was the one to whom he dedicated his life. And for likes of
him, Mother Mary of Jesus Christ is also one of the forms of
divine mother.
Adi Shankaracharya – Sanatana Hindu Dharma’s first Acharya
(supreme teacher) in one of his celebrated eulogies to Divine
Mother Devi Aparadh kshampan Strotram says:
Na mantram, no yatram, tadapi na jane stuti maho…
Paran jane matas tad anusharam klesh haranam.
In other words, seeking forgiveness for his worldly short comings from Divine Mother, Adi
Shankara sings: “I may not know how to offer a proper pooja to worship you my Divine
Mother. However, I know for sure that following you, understanding and following your
teachings, worshiping you with all my heart and soul; will remove all my anxieties and
worries and miseries.”
One may wonder why the word ‘kind’ is chosen for the title to describe three forms, or
types of mother. Are not all three forms of mother various manifestation of an entity so
compassionate? Whether some faiths or people may or may not acknowledge them, are we
not all highly indebted to all three kinds of mothers?
Let us all bow down and offer our humble pranams to all three kinds of mothers on the
occasion of this Kali Pooja.

One gold medal and two silver medals winner in journalism by Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Mumbai, Avinash Pancholi is a
former senior journalist with Press Trust of India. He had privileges of covering major news breaks in India and the U.S.A.
including the nomination of Bill Clinton as Democratic candidate in 1992. However, he considers his “HariBhakti” as his
greatest qualification.

Bali went to Bolivia
Aswini Boruah
Jorhat, Assam
Signboards and names, particularly place-names, generally attract me. Signboards, because,
I like finding faults there and in names, I like to go down to history behind them.
During a short package tour to Europe two years back, a thought occurred in my mind
while standing on the bank of the river Thames in London to know what the meaning of the
name is. Later on I found out that the word Thames means 'darkness' in Latin which again
has links with the Sanskrit word 'Tamas', meaning the same. The word 'Thames' now
immediately reminds me to the Vedic shloka 'Tamaso maa jyotir gamayah'.
If one does a little mental exercise on such matters, even as mind sport, many interesting
things may surface. All may not be true but go side by side of truth this way or that.
I humbly request the learned readers not to take these as authentic or some 'scholarly'
finding and take them in 'believe it or not' spirit.
Some years back, I happened to view a television talk by a South Indian scholar in which he
said that a number of places beyond the borders of our vast country, India, have names
with Sanskrit origin.
He said Denmark was originally known as 'Dhenumarg' meaning the ‘land of cows’.
Denmark is even otherwise famous for its cattle wealth.
The scholar then referred to Madagascar which he said was originally 'Madhyasagar’. He
was in fact elaborating the extensive influence of Sanskrit almost all over the world.
At first I wondered whether it was really so. But after I happened to meet an agricultural
scientist of Assam Agriculture University at Jorhat in Assam, who visited Scandinavia once,
I started believing the above story and stopped decrying it as cock and bull one. When I
asked him the meaning of 'Scandinavia', he said that it was named after the great Indian
Sage Skandamuni, whose statue, he said still adorns the capital city. Even now, he said,
thousands of people pay respectful tributes to the great Rishi.
Some names come to my mind in this regard. The then King Norodom Sihanouk of
Cambodia has Sanskrit connection so far as his name is concerned. Norodom in fact is
‘Narottam’, and Sihanouk is ‘Singhanayak’ in Sanskrit.
Cambodia must be from some word like ‘Kaam Udaya’ in view of the beauty of the place.
Cambodia or for that matter, places in the vicinity of the Indian sub-continent may have
names akin to Sanskrit. But it is quite interesting to find a distant place like Scandinavia to
derive its name from an Indian Sage.

Taking a cue from Scandiavia, one may be inspired to believe whether Bolivia in South
America also has anything to do with King Bali who was pushed down to the nether world
by Vamana, an incarnation of Lord Vishnu, as the legend goes.
America being on the other side of might have been thought at that time as Patala, the
netherworld where Vamana banished Bali who in turn might have setup his kingdom to be
known later as Bolivia.
If one scans the world map thoroughly, he / she will find many names that sound like
Sanskrit.
If a thorough research is done, new light on the meanings of such place-names may come to
light. I, however, am not sure, whether Australia has anything to do with ‘Astra+alaya’,
meaning the house of weapons! ! !

Aswini Boruah, is a popular freelancer in Assam and writes on wide range of socially relevant topics. He retired from All
India Radio, Guwahati as Director (News) in the year 2001 and in his career he has served in different wings of the
Information & Broadcasting Ministry and in various capacities. Mr. Boruah had worked for sometime in the Publication
Department of the Guwahati University and as Sub-Editor of an Assamese daily, the Natun Asamiya. He was a columnist in
Dainik Janambhumi for about fifteen years. Apart from freelancing, Mr Boruah is also an approved lyricist of All India
Radio. Blog: http://thisamadworld.blogspot.com/

Rishika Maitra(11 Years)
MiddleTown, Connecticut
Studying in 6th grade, Rishika Maitra is a talented artist, actress and writer.

Make a Deck
Anirban Mukherjee
Kolkata, India
He was popular for his names; some called him - the dean, few others called him DD, his
boss called him by the name of a popular Hollywood character continuously chanting the
mantra, “Assess, Recommend, Automate, Sustain and Improve” and there were similar
confederations who addressed him by various other nomenclatures. However, like all of us,
he too had a real name. Dharmender Dhamija; the name which the ERP system of his office
contained, which nevertheless evidently had to take a back seat giving way to earlier
mentioned self proclaimed and mass drafted identities.
You might ask why all of a sudden I have started to pen down about someone who had such
a larger than life image but had done no good to mother earth. Well, to answer this I have to
take the reference of a popular ad clip of an international air-conditioning brand, which
unleashed a devoted employee to whom office timings meant nothing; he was an
inspiration for the others, the boss’s blue eyed boy and envy of his peers. The commercial
not only revealed the truth about that dedicated staff, but it also hit me like a bolt from the
blue and prompted my thought process to compare the character in the advertisement to
our man. Whether he was in love with his job or was he a ‘bad boy’ – that although is a
separate debate. Before I proceed any further and before I forget to mention, to his
subordinates this avatar of lord Krishna (names personified only!) was known as the
governor.
Governor’s physique was nowhere close to the He-man shape that one would imagine on
hearing the name Dharmeder Dhamija. He wasn’t tall, nor he was broad shouldered,
neither did he have any burly chest or a six-pack tummy. He was of moderate height,
plump, pot belly with an evident paunch, limbs shorter than his body dimensions (the
limbs appeared more like appendages due to such disproportion), roundish face with a pair
or specs and a sly delight dancing around his lips and pupils, well groomed up hair to
disguise the eyes of the beholder from his fast reducing hairline, wrapped with best quality
fabrics & leather and always masked with impressive aroma (a few shameless critics
however claimed that the fragrance with which he was always draped with did not belong
to any male brand but actually was a trendy female cologne named Elizabeth Arden!).
My introductory rendezvous with the governor happened, when he called for his inaugural
strategic discussion with his two subordinates. We both were already heading distinct
portfolios, which the governor ambushed when the management decided to ‘create’ a role
to position him somewhere in the scheme of things.
“I am here to change the damn way you guys work,” governor announced after we had
settled down. “None of you have contributed even a penny of benefit to this organization; I
will attack all your filthy attitudes head on that it changes from now on!”
Ajitesh, the rebel in the legion came in with an agenda to confront the governor, “Can you
site an example as per your opinion on what crap we produce?” Ajitesh demanded.

“Now since you yourself have brought up the topic, let me tell you my observations,”
governor pronounced with supreme poise. “For an instance let’s take the way you report
your deliverables. None of you even know how to create reports in an intuitive, preemptive
and actionable way.”
“I am sorry; you sound almost stratospheric,” Ajitesh opined. “I don’t know about my friend
here, but frankly speaking I did not understand a bit of what you just said.” Governor
sprung towards me and craned his head in all known acute and obtuse angles to figure out
the expressions, which he found to be equally clueless. He shook his head as if less in
disappointment and more in disgust.
“I think all of us are on the same boat,” Ajitesh spoke on our behalf.
“Shame on you, lads,” governor snapped. “I am amazed that how did all of you elevate to
managerial roles. You guys should be sent back to the field and forced to get your hands
dirty.”
“Since your recommendation can never materialize,” Ajitesh started, “can we move on and
may be you can help us understand in simpler words that what exactly you meant by those
array of jargons?” The governor shrugged off the pinch and spoke, “It means that you have
to learn how to create effective decks rather than dancing around the periphery. Dump all
your word and excel craps and concentrate on making decks.”
“That, according to you will add value to our deliverables?” Ajitesh commented in a cynical
tone.
“Trust me boy, it will,” governor prophesied. “From now on I want to see decks for
everything that you do. Whenever you complete an analysis, uspe ek deck bana; whenever
you recommend anything, uspe bhi ek deck bana. Bottom-line is aur kuch ho na ho, har
assignment pe ek deck zaroor banna chahiye. I want to operate like grade one consultants.
Am I making myself clear?”
“God save this company” sighed Ajitesh. Governor ignored the taunt and made us all work
on creating a vision statement for the new team. For the next couple of days he rejected
every single draft we made citing the reason that either it was worthless or it was not
actionable or it was not futuristic or it was not people oriented and once even he said the
statement was all but trendy.
“Why don’t you write it yourself?” challenged the frustrated Ajitesh. “By that we will get a
chance to learn from you.”
“Oh you want me to spoon feed you?” governor exclaimed. “That’s not gonna happen boy. If
you wanna earn some buck, move your ass and put some stress on your brain. I want you
guys to learn it the hard way and not by me writing it for you.”
“Only if you can,” whispered Ajitesh. The governor provided a prolonged lecture on the
same topic to prove us as nincompoops and finally when none of our ideas suited his
vision, he coined it himself.

“The vision for this team is to rely on decision sciences to decipher root causes at atomic
task level and provide futuristic, predictive, insightful and actionable solutions to delight
our customers,” announced the governor, “guys, this is how you write the vision statement.
Crisp, clear, reasonable, trendy and value adding – that is the proof of the pudding; unlike
those pieces of shit that you guys came up with.”
“I hope our customers are trendy enough to understand such a phrase,” Ajitesh quipped.
“They are not like you guys,” the governor barked. “Learn the tricks boys, don’t argue, don’t
confront, just listen to me and see the transformation.”
“By the way, what is this decision science?” I asked. “You did not even understand that,
boy?” he laughed. “It is a sophisticated way to coin forecasting analysis.” After a brief pause
he turned towards us again and said, “Now make a deck on this.”
“Deck on this too?” we raised our voices in union. “But what for?”
“As I said, for every single deliverable, let it be internal or external you need to make a
deck,” governor whipped. “After we get the deck done, we will call all our customers to a
forum.”
“And then?” I asked.
“There we will unleash our new strategy, through the deck that you will make,” governor
smiled. “Finally sabki band bajwake bolenge, aab naach!”
We tried our best not to faint after hearing the final outcome of the forum and diverted the
topic. The session was nearing an end and as we got into the elevator, Ajitesh asked, “So
when would that ballet happen?”
Needless to mention that the ballet never materialized since the vision statement itself was
rejected by the management. However governor descended heavily on all of us and kept on
chanting the mantra, “make a deck” in our ears nonstop and forced us to create decks for
each and every activity we did. It was matter of time when the frustrated Ajitesh quit the
job. Even I asked for a change in role by moving back to my home town.
Initially governor turned that down and then finally he agreed after another series of
drama. He however delayed on finalizing the date and I had to call him up, “I desperately
have to go. I have to take responsibility of my family too,” I appealed.
“Explain me what are those responsibilities?” he asked. I started explaining promptly, when
he stopped me and said, “You keep on forgetting.” I did not understand what did he meant.
After a pause he spoke again, “I told you all discussion will happen when I get a deck. So
make a deck on the same and then I will decide on the date.”
I disconnected the phone, started to laugh and chanted “Jai baba Dharmendernath”.
Without a word I opened a power point and started making yet another deck!

Anirban Mukherjee is the author of bestselling novel “Love Bites”. He is a gifted singer who has released many albums
on Rabindra Sangeet.

Little Sure Steps and a Big Dream
Roy Cherian Cherukarayil
Chennai, Tamil Nadu
It was the Durga puja evening and huge crowds thronged the different areas in Kolkata.
During this season groups of people in each area, normally would get together and fund the
religious and cultural activities. This included putting up a huge temporary construction
called a pandal, where the deity would be erected and the Durga puja would be conducted.
Besides this occasion also would throw open opportunities for the families in the area to
participate in a lot of cultural events that would be hosted that time. Some areas would also
call in prominent singers and actors to participate. Prominent and local bands also would
present their best numbers. Preparation of the food and sweets pertinent to the season
would keep the women folk busy.
The Tollygunge area had several pandals put up by different associations. As the night
slowly took over from dusk, it was great to see the city all lighted up. The trees looked great
all festooned with twinkling coloured lights. Men, women and children with their mouths
busy most of time, chewing down the tasty sweets, walked from one pandal to the other, to
see the different architectural works that went into all these pandals. The pandal was open
to everyone, both rich and poor.
At one of the pandals in Tollygunge, children took more interest and spent a lot of time
with their parents. They felt delighted to see that this huge pandal that had the design of
huge yellowish orange pumpkin on the outside and little dwarfs dressed with conical hats
and curly pointed shoes ran around it. A small door led them to the inside where the inner
roof had a full painting of the night sky studded with stars. The walls were stuffed with dry
orange and lemon peels and painted with sky blue and sea green shades. The floors
resembled paddy fields with lanes for people to walk. Little streams of water trickled
across the paddy fields and gave the whole place the appearance of a village on the inside.
Tiny trees and huts were there in different corners and along the centre path too. It thus
had a cool pastoral appearance on the insides.
Close to corners of the entrance and the exit, were beautiful glass cases that displayed tiny
pandals. A little boy slowly ran his fingers on the glass case of one of the small pandals. It
was of the shape of the Titanic ship that was about to sink. Just close by was another one
that resembled the Taj Mahal. There were several such small pandals kept for display. He
turned back and asked his mother impatiently “Ma, what are these and why are these so
small?” His mother replied patiently and slowly with lot of thinking “These are the little
steps that shaped him to make this big pandal today, my dear”. He asked her again “Who is
this person Ma?” She pointed to a short gentleman standing near the exit, leaning against a
huge luxury car and looking up at the huge pandal. “He is Jaideep Mondal and he made all
this with lots of hard work…you too can do all this and more if you work hard.”
Jaideep stood there along with his daughter and was studying the huge pandal that was put
up a few days back. Lots of educated individuals and prominent businessmen waved to him
and a few exchanged greetings as they passed by. Jaideep smiled and responded.

He was calm while a train of thoughts passed through his mind. Life had not been the same
for him several years back. His father Anindya had been a puja pandal artisan and they had
lived in a very small house close to the slums in Howrah. When the puja season got over
every year, he used to work for other groups where artisans were in need. But puja time
was the peak season for them. His wife had died when Jaideep was just nine years. Jaideep
used to attend a small local school. Anindya’s mother used to help them out with their daily
cooking but many times Anindya himself had to step in too.
Every day during the peak season Anindya would have to work into the late hours as the
demand was more and the timelines were short. But he used to enjoy his work and so work
had never made him tired. Sometimes during the weekends Jaideep too would join him at
the work sites. He would very keenly observe his father start each piece and then slowly
shape them to completion. Sitting beside his father Jaideep used to try out whatever he
could and Anindya would allow him to explore. He would speak a lot to Jaideep while they
were together. These daily discussions with this father on work and challenges of life had
slowly molded his character. He could observe how several people appreciated his father
for his craft and he could also see how passionate his father was about his work. He never
seemed to be getting tired. In a few months Jaideep built his own small pandals with his
own ideas. Anindya never restricted his thinking and allowed him to explore with all his
interest. He could see the passion flowing through Jaideep as he built more and more of
these small pandals.
When the great Puja day came every year, Jaideep would join his father and visit the
several pandals in the city and very keenly observe the different ideas and designs that
were put into them. They would discuss between them whatever they observed and how
something different or better could be done. And when all the visits were done and when
they would get back home, they would lie down many times outside their little house in the
open space to sleep better thru the night. Looking up at the sky, many times Anindya would
tell him “Jai, there are no limits to which one can explore if one is passionate about what
one is doing. It is important that you have a dream to be successful and you should
passionately work towards that dream like a gimlet, always focused to single point.”
And so Jaideep had set his dream, that he would someday make a huge pandal out of his
own funds and portraying great ideas. This passion and the thoughts of his father’s daily
struggle had driven him to focus on his studies and he performed well at school. Day and
night his thoughts were only filled with this dream. He knew that he had to make the
money and rise to that level to build a pandal on his own, and he decided to start his own
tiny business ventures. He took up several tiny odd part time jobs in construction sites and
hotels as he thought that the artisan work alone may not get him the funds that he was
looking for. He wanted to try out other jobs. In parallel he sometimes worked through the
nights with his father on the artisan’s work. It was a lot of toil and there were times when
he used to wonder whether it was worth pursuing this dream. But he hung on. With a huge
passion and responsibility he went on to college and finished his studies there as well at
different levels.
A year later he had happened to be a part of a construction team working for a German
company. Jaideep got the opportunity in this team to do some of the artisan work for the
interiors as well. The German company’s director was so impressed with Jaideep’s designs
and ideas that he took him on several assignments to Germany for similar assignments

there. Life slowly changed and Jaideep could see great assignments and big funds flowing
in.
Years went by and Jaideep had picked up some of the skills of house construction in
general. He very keenly observed the different aspects and soon pitched into a construction
venture of his own with the funds he had. Soon big construction and interior decorations
groups in Kolkata heard his name in their planning discussions. Opportunities came in and
Jaideep took real advantage and big leaps. Soon there were several international
assignments in his kitty too and Jaideep’s company executed them very well. Anindya saw
his son slowly realize his dream.
And today as he stood there and slowly looked up at the sky studded with stars, he recalled
what his father had told him years back. He was very happy that this pandal was fully
funded by the money from his own toil. All through this toil he had never felt tired. He felt
indebted to his father for showing him the road to realize his dream. He realized how great
a father Anindya was then, even though he had been poor. He had helped him take the real
leap in life.

A computer painting by Roy Cherian Cherukarayil, drawn with computer mouse in the
MS Paintbrush package.

Roy Cherian Cherukarayil is a regular writer of Femina Magazine. His inspirational essays have won the hearts of
millions. Apart from writing he is also a very talented painter. He can create masterpiece just by using MS Paintbrush
software and his touch of genius. Blog: http://www.cherryspace.blogspot.com/
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Pilgrims
Soumya Deb Sikder (8 Years)
Danbury, Connecticut
On September 20, 1620 a ship named Mayflower sailed from England to USA called
western hemisphere. When the Mayflower was sailing, it was a long way and dangerous.
But that was a special trip; many people from Britain were coming to America to start new
lives there. In the Mayflower, they did not have enough fresh water. In order to go to the
bathroom, they did it on chamber pots. Inside it the air was foul and stinky. If people’s
clothes got wet, they still had to keep it wet. The passengers became sick and many people
died.
That time there were no doctors or medicines. The pilgrims made some rules so they would
stop arguments. In those days, the women were not allowed to sign a contract and they did
not have equal rights like men. The Mayflower by that time had reached Massachusetts.
Many rules could help people survive.
Once on shore, women pulled their clothes out of the tub. The children were free to play
and have fun. Men had to walk for miles to find fresh water and sometimes they felt tired.
That time, there was a terrible winter. People ran out of food. Many pilgrims stole a lot of
food from the Native Americans. A few pilgrims felt bad about stealing other’s things. Later,
the pilgrims tried to bring things back to the Native Americans. Many ships did not have too
many supplies.
In the 1614, John Smith made a map. Prince Charles named it from England to New
England. In 1774, a bunch of men tried to move the rock to a place called Plymouth. Long
ago, the Wampanoag lived in 69 villages.
When the pilgrims arrived, half of the Wampanoag died of cancer. A group of Wampanoag
built long houses for meetings.People lived in houses made of reed mats of bark. People
used to hunt for deer and bears. People fished by cutting holes on ice on ponds and lakes.
People used to wear bones and necklaces. In the cold weather, people would wear deerskin
to keep themselves cozy. In hot weather, people would remain barefoot or wear light deer
skin. Winter clothes used to be covered with fur. Every year, they had a celebration called
“Nickommo”. That was in December.
Boys would play archery; girls would help their mothers make pottery, sewing and helping
them in their home. Sometimes, strangers were very bad to the Native Americans.
This is how pilgrims helped us better understood about ancient times and also we get to
know more about their livelihood.

Soumya Deb Sikder is studying in 4th grade in Danbury, CT. Soumya is a very talented piano player.

Summer and Vacation
Upasana Chowdhury (10 Years)
Dumont, New Jersey

Ah summer! Summer is a great holiday for the world. Summer is lots of fun. The activities
you can do in summer are swimming, playing sports and many more. My favorite things to
do over the summer are going on vacation and swimming. I like to do these things because
there are so many experiences and going on vacation is very interesting.
Summer has so many talents, like riding my bike and going to my friend’s house. The best
part about summer is that there is no school. Do you have a favorite vacation to go? What is
it? I have many vacations that I love. The vacations that I love are, Florida, Miami (Miami is
a wonderful place), Disney world, Virginia and India. Do you know what my favorite place
to go? It is Disney world and Miami. When I was young my family and I went to Disney
world. When I went to Disney I saw my favorite characters. I saw Mickey Mouse, Minnie
mouse, Cinderella and her two step sisters and her step mother. My mom took pictures of
me and my brother with the Disney characters (but not Cinderella.) Do you know when my
family and I went to Miami? We went to Miami when New Jersey had the big snow storm.
We were so lucky. When we went to Miami it was winter there but only 70 degrees’. It was
a little cold there but we survived. Two of the days in Miami were a bit cold. Everyday I
went out for swimming. Our hotel’s name was Casablanca. The lobby was bountiful but
some of the hotel rooms were a bit boring and small. The lobby had a restaurant and a mini
Shoppe. These are the two places that I love to go. Guess what? When in the New Year eve,
my mom and my brother went to see USHER live. When they entered we saw ten limos
waiting outside. That might probably be really fun. My brother was so happy that he took
an extra ticket and texted all his friends that he went to see Usher.
I might know where your favorite place to go. I think it is Miami, and Disney world. If you
go on these vacations you might find the great experience. Won’t you think that your
vacation will not forget about you? I think it won’t.

HAPPY SUMMER DAYS!!

Upasana Chowdhury is studying in 5th grade in Dumont, NJ. She is also a very talended dancer learning the nuances of
Bharat Natyam.

My Room
Soham Saha (12 Years)
Naperville, Illinois
Sloppy Slimy Studious Soham,
Never inclined to clean his room.
After a year of non-cleanliness,
Mom decided for a sudden visit to check his mess.
She witnessed with utmost disbelief,
The room turned into a camp of relief.
Potato chips infested with ants,
Outdated magazines with sun tan.
Crushed up toy boxes full with cracked video games,
Electronic gadgets in Chinese names.
Rotten banana peels, crumbled up home-works,
The wall smudged with all kind of geometric arcs.
Greasy chicken bones, oleaginous pizza crusts,
Expired milk carton, soda cans crushed.
Huge glutinous bubble gum thoroughly chews,
Dozens of library books carrying hefty dues.
Enormous pile of filthy socks, shirts, and pants
Beat up Pokémon trading cards in blunts.
Desktop with never ending maze of computer wires,
Headphones dangled up in a gigantic heap of
chargers.
Mom stood there speechless and stunned,
All she did - turned around and never returned.
Soham, came back from school and exclaimed,
“Good Lord! My place is still unchanged!”

Studying in 7th grade, Soham Saha is a talented piano player, actor and writer.

অভায ঘয(

)

থনাযতবর, আতরনয়
কোোকরা, কুঁকড়,

থাভ

তযস্কাকযয ফাততক তায থনআ থকানকার৷
িরতের থফ, ভাকয য ভা,
ঠাত একতদন ভাতায নাহুত অতফবোফ৷
ায তফস্মকয় তততন কযকরন অতফষ্কায,
কমকে অভূ র তযফতেন তায াকধয ঘয-টায৷
টাকটা তি-এয াকথ মু কদ্ধ ফযস্ত তততরকা,
িাযতদকক েড়াকনা তেটাকনা তফফণে ভাোতজকনয াতা৷
থকতকে টুট ফযুত্ব,

করায থিাা অয ুযকনা

ফাাতয থদয়ার-এ পকরকে পর থেকরয ঈফেয জযাতভত্ব৷
দু এক টুককযা ভুযতেয াড় ভাযকে ঈতকঝুতক,
তিা
দু কধয গ্লা,

ফতষ্টাং যকয়কে আততঈতত৷
ড

, পট তদ্রন্ক এয থফাতর,

কাঁদাভািা জাতে, থভাজা ঝুরকে ধকয দযজায াতর৷
তিঈআং োভ-এয দরা তেটকাকনা এিাকন িাকন,
একোদা

ড রাআকব্রতয ফআ- মাকফ ায়া থিাকন৷

স্তুাকৃতত জাভা-কাড় , থেতঞ্জ , জাতঙ্গয়া থভাজা,
ভকন য় না গুকরা কিকনা কয়কে থধায়া৷
থডস্কট অফৃ ত ত র যাঁিাকনা তাকয,
থকর অকে একতদকক তফদু ততন েযাকজট-এয বাকয৷
ভাতা তনফোক, স্ততম্ভত এআ দৃ য থদকি,
ারাকনা োড়া অয তকেু তততন াযকরন না বাফকত৷
স্কুর-থপযত থাভ , ঈল্লতত থদকি তায ঘয,
“মাক ফাফা, ফ তকেু আ অকে অকেয ভত একক-ফায”!
আতরনয়ফাী

কতফতাপ্রীতত ফহুতদকনয৷ ভয়  ু কমাকেয তভরন ঘটকরআ তাঁয করভ থথকক থফতযকয় অক ভতনায৷ এআ থরিাতট তাঁয ুকত্রয

আংযাতজ কতফতা “My Room”

বাফানু ফাদ৷

(৯ ফেয)
, কাকনতটকাট
কারী ুকজা করা ফাংরায একতট তফকল তদন ভা কারী মিন প্রিন্ড যাকে দু ষ্ট থরাককদয ভাথা কাটতেকরন, ঈনাকক
থকঈ থাভাকত াযতেকরন না

এআ ভয় ভকশ্বয ঈনায াকয়য াভকন শুকয় ড়করন ভা কারী তাকক ভাতড়কয়

তদকয় রিায় তজব কাটকরন  ফককল তনযস্ত্র করন
অভায জন্ম এআ তততথকত থতদন অফায দীাফরী- তের থম তদন তকনা যাভ যাফনকক যাতজত ককয থিাে ফেয
ফাকদ, ীতা  রক্ষ্ণ  কমাধযা তপকয তেকরন কমাধযায ভানু কলযা ঘকড় ঘকড় প্রদী থজ্বকর তাকদযকক ফযণ
ককযতেকরন থআ তদনতট প্রকতযক ফেয অভযা দীাফরী ফকর ারন কতয
অভযা ফাতজ পাটাআ, থমভন িযতক, থদাদভা, পুরঝুতয, যং ভার অয যককট িুফ ভজা য় অভায ফকিকয় ভজায
ভয় করা মিন অভযা থভাভ ফাতত জ্বারাআ থভাকভয অকরায় িায াটা থদিকত িুফ ু ন্দয রাকে িযতক থত
িুফ ভজা য়, মিন প্রিন্ড থজাকয ঘুযকত থাকক অভায থদাদভা বাকরা রাকে একফায জ্বারাকর কনক ফায
পাকট অভাকদয ফাতজ গুকরা, যকায অকাকক অকরা ককয থদয়। কযয তদন, কারী প্রততভা গুকরা জকর বাতকয় থদয়া
য়।

থতদন ফাফা াঠায ভাং যান্না ককয অয জন্মাতদন ফকর ভা াকয় ফানায় াকয় পর পুর তদকয় অভযা কারী
ুকজা কতয অভায তদতদ, দাদু , ভাত অয দাদা অক অয ঈায থদয়
অজকার অকভতযকাকত দীাফরী ারন কযা য় প্রফাী বাযতীয়যা এআ তদন তট িুফ মাক জভককয কঙ্গ ারন
ককয অকভতযকায থপ্রতকডন্ট এআ তদন white House এ প্রদী জ্বারান  বাযতীয়কদয শুকবচ্ছা জানান
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A JOURNEY
Rishika Maitra (11 Years)
Rocky Hill, Connecticut
4…3…2…1… BLASTOFF!
The launching of the rocket sounded like all of the lions in the world had decided to roar as
loudly as they could, in harmony. I could not hear anything over the rocket. As soon as the
noise died down, I looked around. The shining stars glimmering in the night sky looked like
bright diamonds laid in pitch black tar, as though someone had sprinkled glittering sparks
on a black panther slinking silently in the darkness.
I saw Mercury and Venus, dusty and volcanic, lifeless as ever. I checked out Mars, the red
planet with pink dust, and Jupiter huge with black spots. I glanced at Saturn, with its ring
like a hula-hoop, and Uranus, the cool planet. I noticed Pluto, the frozen dwarf planet.
Lastly, I gazed at the sun, which nearly blinded me with its rays of bright light.
I looked back at earth, our home planet now no more than a blue sphere the size of my first
dotted with green and brown specks. I was surprised to see how gray our atmosphere was,
and I wished people would take better care of the environment, but when I looked at the
moon, I gasped even louder. It was a milky white ball, a white marble with black dot
covering it. It was so tiny I could barely see it.
My spaceship, The Explorer, sailed smoothly out of the Milky Way galaxy and into
unexplored parts of the universe. I turned off the gravity and floated over to the
bookshelves. I flipped open Fantastic Mr. Fox by Roald Dahl, lay down to get comfortable in
the air, and read for forty minutes. When I finished the book, I floated to the food cabinet. I
took out a homemade snack my mom had freeze-dried for me, since space food tasted like
flakes of dried glue and wood shavings mixed with plastic sequins (and about a ton of
glitter). Ugh!
Then I looked out the window to check out my surroundings. It was very different from our
galaxy. The sky was lemon yellow and instead of stars, there were big fat hairy, bright lime
green spiders! I shuddered and looked at the planets. They were hilarious! Flat orange
discs, they were covered with little creatures that resembled grapes. What was funny is
that the aliens kept rolling off the planet! Even sillier to see was that when they fell, bubbles
the size and color of grapefruits formed around them and floated them onto their planet
again.
I decided to name this odd galaxy “The Creepy Cool Citrus Galaxy”, because the sky and the
spiders were creepy, the planets and their inhabitants were cool, and everything was sort
of like citrus fruits one way or another. The Explorer sailed through space.
The next galaxy was very different from previous galaxies I had seen. The sky was a solid,
boring gray with no stars to brighten the gloom. The planets were black iron cubes as large
as Earth’s sun. I could not see what was on the planets because of the thick, purple mist

surrounding them. Perhaps the planets had oxygen and an atmosphere. Maybe there was
water, too. I would have to land so I could really understand this place.
I landed my spaceship. Oxygen, water, and an atmosphere had been detected, so I took off
my spacesuit. After pressing the button to open the door, I stepped out and onto this weird
place.
Everything was as black as the planet they were on. Black trees growing out of black grass
on the black soil, black flowers sprouting from black bushes, black fruits growing from the
black plants and black aliens. Even the people of the planets were black. They were black
creatures, human-like and who wore black robes and hoods. I could not see their faces or
bodies because they were completely covered in black cloth. It seemed as though it were a
regular town, except for the fact that everything was black.
There were even alien kids playing with black swords and shields in their backyards. They
had black punk clothes and black veils on. I found one of the black shields and swords lying
around. I picked them up.
“I never know when I’ll need it,” I thought to myself.
With my new possessions in hand, I walked on. In front of me was a huge castle of black
iron. It was decorated with smooth black pebbles and black sea shells. The roof was made
from overlapping layers of black sea glass, which glinted in the odd purple rays coming
from the atmosphere. Many black spires rose into a delicate point on the roof. The windows
were made of dark tinted glass, and were in the shape of a skull. Lights glowed like eyes
from inside. It was very beautiful, but eerie.
The drawbridge hung wide open, so I walked in. “How odd,” I thought. “Such a beautiful
castle should be closely guarded and there’s no one here! “ The moat was a large hole
around the castle. I could see black water and jagged black rocks in it. I also saw large, black
jaws snapping open and shut. I couldn’t stop looking at the teeth, millions of them, black as
coal and sharp as knives. I wouldn’t want to fall into that monster-infested moat!
The inside of the castle was very pretty. It was laid out for a feast, except there wasn’t any
food. I went to the next room. There were doors everywhere! Even on the ceiling and floor!
In fact, I was standing on top of a door! They all looked the same too. Every single door was
made of black wood, black brass doorknobs. I heard sounds from a door up on the ceiling,
so I decided to try that one.”
“Good thing I’m an expert at rock climbing,” I thought as I began using the doorknobs as
handles and footholds. When I reached the door, it was locked! I decided go about it
differently. I took the sword in my hand and broke the door. Much to my disappointment,
behind it was a gray dead end!
The next door opened easily. Inside there were a table, two chairs, a door, and a person
sitting in a chair. The person told me the planets were ruled by an evil creature named
Black Terror, and that this was his castle. He told me Black Terror was in the next room and
that I must fight him if I want to go back home.

I opened the door and walked in. The door vanished behind me, so there was no going back.
There, in front of me, sitting on a tiny black throne was a talking black porcupine! “This
ought to be easy”, I thought.
Aloud I asked, “You’re Black Terror?”
“Indeed I am”, replied the porcupine.
I picked up my sword and swung it at him. As it struck, Black Terror shattered into large
pieces and everything but his heart turned to ashes.
I picked up the heart. It was smooth and cold, hard and black, like a rock, his heart like his
name. Carrying it in my hand I walked to the door, which had reappeared. Instead of the
room, I was instantly transported outside of the castle.
Everything was so colorful! The sky and atmosphere were pink, with mini rainbows instead
of stars. The alien people were bright red and they had colorful clothes on. The castle was
orange, and windows were purple peace signs. The moat had a ladder leading into it. The
monsters and rocks had disappeared. In their stead were alien children with yellow
bathing suits on, splashing in clear blue water.
I was so exhausted from my adventure that I fell asleep immediately. When I woke up, I
was in my own bed.
What a wild dream,” I thought. I saw the heart lying in my hand. “Maybe more than a
dream…” and I smiled.

Studying in 6th grade, Rishika Maitra is a talented artist, actress and writer.

Kennedy Space Center
Sayan Basu (14 Years)
South Windsor, Connecticut
On May 12, 2011 my project partner Michael Brunette and I were invited to go to the NASA
Student Symposium at Kennedy Space Center. Students all over the country gave projects
related to aeronautical engineering or space explorations and presented them to NASA
representatives over a video conference. The top 35 projects were chosen and the students
were invited to the NES to share their projects. My project partner and I had decided to do
a project for this event.
Our project was called “Life on Europa”. Our project was on the moon of Jupiter known as
Europa and its features. Europa is said to have an ice surface and a liquid water ocean
underneath the thick ice sheet. On the basis of this and based on many more facts from
months of research, we believed that there could be life on Europa.
We also determined that the life form that would be able to live there most likely would be
an extremophile. Extremophiles are organisms that can live in the most extreme climates.
Some can live in extreme heat, some in extreme cold and many other conditions. We
determined this conclusion from both research and experiments.
Since we couldn’t get extremophiles for the experiment, we decided to get polyextremophiles known as Tardigrades. We tested radiation and temperature on the
tardigrades. For radiation we got a fiesta ware plate, which is known to have traces of
uranium, and placed 11 tardigrades on the plate. In one day of radiation, 4 survived, but in
4 days none of the tardigrades survived.
In our extreme heat experiment, we used a heat plate with one vile being heated at 90
degrees Celsius for 10 minutes with the other being 50 degrees Celsius for 10 minutes. In
the end, none of the tardigrades survived at 90 degrees Celsius, but 1 of the 2 tardigrades
survived at 50 degrees Celsius.
In our extreme cold experiment, we used dried ice and placed 10 tardigrades. We placed
them there for 10 days and something amazing happened. The tardigrades had dried up
like usual due to cryobiosis, but the dry ice wore off after a while and the tardigrades re
hydrated themselves using the moisture from the dry ice and all of 9/10 tardigrades
survived!
The tardigrades had survived due to a stage called cryobiosis which allows them to stop
their metabolism and withstand the effects from their larger amounts of trehalouse in their
membranes. The reason why they didn’t survive all the extreme affects was because they
are known as poly extremophiles meaning they are extremophiles, but with a limit. Based
on this assumption, we believed extremophiles have a high possibility of living on Europa.
On February 16, we held a video conference with a few NASA representatives. That day we
had rehearsed almost the whole morning. Both of us missed our first three periods of class
rehearsing until something bad happened. We were going to present our presentation

using a smart board and for our convenience, Mike decided to pull the smart board adapter
out of the main computer and put it into our laptops. We accidentally broke the adapter
and were almost not able to present our presentation. We were getting worried about how
the presentation would be after fourth period and didn’t know what to do.
Luckily the technology department of our school came and told us to attend our fourth
period class and they’ll have it fixed. When we came back, everything was all set and ready
to go with 20 minutes remaining. Mike and I got the presentation ready and the video
conference started.
I was nervous, but I just remembered how we practiced and everything rolled smoothly.
After the presentation, the representatives were very impressed by our work and were
amazed to see that boys our age were thinking like this. They said they would tell the
results after a few weeks. Those few weeks we waited impatiently wondering when the
letter/email would come.
After 4 weeks, we received the confirmation stating we were accepted and invited to
Kennedy Space Center.
On the first day of the symposium, we first got aquatinted with each other. We found out
that on day one we would take a tour of Kennedy Space Center. We all went there on a bus
tour. We saw some of the old launch pads where shuttles were launched. One of the pads
actually had a shuttle with the rocket booster still attached.
We also got to see the outside of the Kennedy Space Center control building which was
miles away from the launch site. We got to even see the launch clock placed conveniently a
mile from the building.
After the tour around the site, we went to a building where the groups were divided into
smaller groups of 5 teams to present their projects to 2 NASA representatives and the other
groups. The projects we saw were interesting. One of them was on parabolas with gravity;
another was on how plants exposed in space grow to plants on Earth. The NASA
representatives were impressed by our project and found our topic to very interesting.
Our project was a very unique one that NASA could one day conduct and experiment like
we did for the same purpose of proving life in outer space.
After the tour and presentation we came back to the hotel and had 1 hour to do whatever
we wanted to do. So, I decided to go to the ocean and told Mike I was going. I left my
phone, my wallet, keys head phones and went off to the ocean. I just went and walked in
the water when this huge wave hit me soaking me to the bone and taking my glasses with
the receding waves. I went back to the room soaked with Mike laughing at me for my
stupidity. For the rest of the trip, I had to go without glasses. Luckily I’m not blind without
my glasses so I was alright, but still I felt bad.
The second day we went to take a tour of the Kennedy Space Center Learning Center.
There we got to take a real shuttle simulator which really did make me feel like I was in
micro gravity. After the flight simulator, we watched a 3D movie on the Sun and stars
where they showed the nebulas where stars are born. We also watched a movie on Apollo
11 and how it was President John Kennedy that urged the US to go to the moon.

In cartoons, when something really bad happens, you know how they show a rocket that
fails to take off and crashes? That video is actually the video of the first rocket NASA built
to go to the moon which couldn’t take off and blew up at the launch site.
After that we went to the astronaut hall of fame where we saw many US astronaut names
and pictures. There we also learned of the three failures of NASA. The first was obviously a
design mistake which caused the rocket not to launch. The second was when one of the
rockets was coming back, it went haywire and crashed into the ocean so when NASA tried
to rescue the guys or find their bodies, they couldn’t since their suits blended in with the
ocean. The last blunder was when the takeoff of one of the rockets happened, a piece fell
out which caused the reactant to mix with the fuel and make the rocket explode. From
these 3 failures NASA had started to make the space program even better so no more lives
could be lost.
After the trip we came back to the hotel where the award ceremony was held. Everyone got
medals and certificates of achievement to show proof of their accomplishment. After the
final speech, the NASA representatives decided that everyone would play a game called
space bingo. Mike and I made a couple of new friends from all over the country.
That night Mike and I started packing for our trip back to Connecticut, but we didn’t get to
sleep until like 1:00 in the morning. We were just watching TV and talking with our friends
the whole night until we just ended up closing our eyes. The next morning Mike and I woke
up late and rushed to get everything ready. We went downstairs and dropped off our stuff
to meet our friends. We decided that we weren’t too hungry so we skipped breakfast and
hung out with our new friends. Then came the time when we said our final good-byes and
left for the airport to come back to Connecticut. The trip to NASA will always remain as one
of the most memorable moments of my life.

Studying in 9th grade, Sayan (Neal) Basu is a talented actor and writer. His project on “Life in Europa” was selected by
NASA.

My Trip to India
Sreejita Patra (6 Years)
Fairfield, Connecticut
My Maa and I went to India this summer. It was so much fun being in India. I was very
excited to land in Kolkata. My mamam, my dadabhai, chordabhai and my chotomama came
to receive us from the airport. Being in the backside of the van I was barely getting any AC.
That is when I got a chance to sit in the front of the van beside the driver on my Maa’s lap.
We were without seat belt! I asked Maa why there was no seat belt. Then my chotomama
told me “arey tui ekhon India te, ekhane toke keu kichu bolbe na tor chotomama achey na?”
Maa also told me “Ekhane oto niyom mene sob kichhu hoy na”.
On our way I saw my dad’s college at Kharagpur. I saw a few cows on the highway to
Kharagpur. We reached my mama-bari safely. First few days I talked to everybody there
both in English as well as in sign language and then my mamam and didan taught me how
to speak in Bengali. After that it was exciting.
I played a lot with my cousins. Then our whole family went to see a girl for my chotomama
because he was going to get married soon. I asked the girl “Tomar Naam Ki?” then
everybody started laughing together. We saw three girls. Hope we find a good girl for him.
After a few days we all went to Delhi, baromama’s place by Rajdhani Express. That was the
best journey that I ever had and also I got the best food in the train. Thanks to my
baromama for the trip. We went to see Qutub Minar, India Gate, Akshardham Temple and
Lotus Temple. I did boating with my baromama at India Gate.
Then we went to Agra, Mathura and Brindaban. I learned that Brindaban is the Birthplace
of our God Krishna. There we were asked to walk barefooted. I loved Brindaban so much. I
was never tired there though I walked there a lot. When we were going to Agra there was
heavy traffic on the road. After sometime, many of us started throwing up because the car
was moving very slow. It stops and moves, stops and moves. I also threw up. We got fresh
with some water. It took us long time to reach Agra.
I saw Taj Mahal and it was so nice!! My Maa and boro-mami told me that the Taj Mahal is
one of the Seven Wonders of the World! There was lots of crowd in the Taj Mahal and I
thought whole India was there. It was raining while we were at Taj Mahal. Bhaggis maa
other pairs of clothes niye esechilo or else I would have stayed wet I thought. I really liked
Taj Mahal, Akshardham temple, Qutub Minar and all other places I visited.
I loved McDonald’s food at Delhi a lot. My two year old sister “Bebo” is sweet. She and I
played together a lot while we were at Delhi. She used to pinch me often and everyday. I
love her a lot. She used to tell my Maa “chotomoni ektu Kole nau” that she still says when
she sees Maa in the computer when we chat. This is because she loved my Maa more than
her maa.

After returning from Delhi we went to my dad’s house in Bankura and have good fun there
with my cousins and my Thamma.
I loved India, I loved all my relatives. I promised everybody that I want to come to India
every summer and right before my school starts I will be back here.

A sketch by Sreejita Patra

Sreejita Patra is studying in 1st grade in Fairfield, CT. She has shown her talents in dancing, singing and acting also. This
essay was narrated by her while her father Dr. Prabir Patra helped to convert it in black and white.

Life’s Troubles
Rishav Basak (12 Years)
Hamden, Connecticut
Upon a time when the skies were clear
And dawn and sun were kind and dear
There lived a man, Antonio was his name
That brought the town of Camelot into shame
He had talents but used them to rob and cheat
To get up to his bad habit is quite the feat
He decided to go and become a better man
He thought, “If others did it, maybe I can!”
So he became a businessman who sold goods
But people wouldn’t buy thinking he was still with the hoods
He moved on to inventing following Ben Franklin
Yet no one bought his items “filled with sin”
One day thugs robbed his new jewelry store
And from that day, poor old Antonio was poor
He moved to Newland, hoping for trade
However, there wasn’t a person that he could persuade
Fortunately, a family friend brought him to places
In where he could recognize some familiar faces
These weren’t bad folks but people he cared for
They were uncles, aunts, parents and more
Oh, what an incredible find for love and care
They would make sure he was in welfare
He moved in and married in a day of excite
Still, can any love story end without a fight?
He expected to have a lot of work on his plate
Yet, unexpectedly, love turned to hate
Then, Antonio got secluded after he robbed the town
And his exciting life all of a sudden went down
Soon the police went out for a big time arrest
And finally, finally they caught the big pest.

Rishav Basak is studying in 8th grade in Chesire, CT. Apart from writing poems he has shown his talents in acting and
recitation also.

Meghai Choudhury

Sohan Choudhury

Rounak Bhunia

Sambhab Sau

Deblina Bhattacharya

Debtanu Bhattacharya

Some of the paintings done by our little geniuses during
Kalipuja 2010

SPONSORS
Executive committee of NASKA is grateful to all our sponsors for their generous contributions. We
would like to thank you all with deepest appreciation and gratitude.

Grand Sponsors
Sponsor Item
Tarun Chowdhury Partial sponsor for Dinner
Nirupam Basu Partial sponsor for Venue
Subhajit Maitra Purohit (Priest)
Anonymous Bhog (Fruits)
Kaushik Mitra Mandap Shojya (Decoration)
Samir Poddar Snacks + Beverages + Kitchenware
Bhojohari Rajbongshi Raffle
Pradip Nath Drawing Competition
Anonymos Partial Sponsor of Publicity

Mr. Animesh Chandra
Mr. Anjan Roy
Dr. Anjan Saha
Dr. Ashok Chakraborty
Mr. Ashoke Bhattacharjee
Mr. Bhojohari Rajbongshi
Mr. Bishnu Das
Dr. Dipak Dey
Mr. Dipak Ghosh
Mr. Girija Bhunia
Dr. Gopal Sarkar
Mr. Kalyan Mukherjee
Mr. Kaushik Mitra
Mr Mahfuj Munshi
Dr. Navarun Gupta
Mr. Nirupam Basu
Dr. Nitya Chakraborty

Sponsors
Dr. Pabitra Saha
Ms. Papia Karmaker
Dr. Prabhat Ghosh
Mr. Prabir Patra
Mr. Pradip Nath
Mr. RajNarayan Basak
Mr. Ranjit Basak
Mr. Ronald Squibbs
Dr. Saion Sinha
Dr. Samir Poddar
Dr. Samiran Ghosh
Dr. Samit Bhattacharya
Dr. Sanjay Banerjee
Mr. Sanjit Sanyal
Mr. Santanu Deb Sikder
Mr. Sarbamangal Chowdhury
Mr. Satyabrata Sau

Dr. Saumitra Chowdhury
Dr. Saumitra R. Banerjee
Mr. Shivaji Chatterjee
Dr. Shounak Majumder
Mr. Soumitro Mukherjee
Mr. Sreedhar Ganna
Mr. Subhajit Maitra
Mr. Subhashis Ganguly
Dr. Subroto Roy
Mr. Sumit Mitra
Dr. Susruta Majumdar
Mr. Sutapan Pal
Mr. Swapan Mukherjee
Mr. Tarun Chowdhury
Dr. Uttam Banik

Our status of 501(c)(3) non-profit charitable organization can double your contribution to NASKA
by as simple as downloading 501(c)(3) /charitable matching contribution form from your
employer's web site and forwarding the form to us. We will take care of all paper works. Some
employers may need registering NASKA as eligible 501(c)(3) non-profit organization in their
database. This is a onetime process and should take 2-3 minutes at your end to complete the form.
This small effort from your end can go long way in making NASKA a successful organization.
If you have any question about the process, our Treasurer, Ashoke Bhattacharjee and other office
bearers will be grateful to assist you. Please forward your queries to bashoke@hotmail.com,
ashoke@rib-x.com and naskact@yahoo.com.

SPECIAL THANKS
Executive committee of NASKA would like to express their gratitude to all the donors and sponsors
who preferred to remain anonymous and helped with their support and donation. We would also
like to thank the following individuals for their help and generous donation during Kalipuja 2010.

Thank you!!!
Mr. Amal K Paul
Mr. Anirban Tarafder
Mr. Chinmoy Ghosh
Ms. Dipali Srivastava
Mr. Indranil Chatterjee
Mr. Partha Sarkar
Dr. Samit Bhattacharya
Dr. Sanjay Banerjee
Mr. Sarathi Roy
Ms. Sauparna Das

Mr. Somnath Ghosh
Mr. Subhashish Ganguly
Mr. Sudipta Chaki
Mr. Sumeet Ghosh
Mr. Suvayu Roy
Mr. Tapan Roy
Dr. Tapas Bandopadhyay
Mr. Tathagata Basu
Ms. Ipsita Vashist

A note of thanks!
Executive Committee of NASKA Inc would like to thank you for all your support and
cooperation. It has helped us immensely in our endeavor. Thank you for recognizing the
spark in NASKA and giving us the opportunity to be what we are today.
Thank you.









Volunteers
Advertisers
Newington High School, Newington, CT
Bangladesh Hindu Mandir, NY
Parichoy of New Haven, CT
Bengali Association of Greater Hartford, CT
Udayani Cultural Club, Stamford, CT
Local Indian Groceries and Restaurants

Feedback of Kalipuja 2010
NASKA always welcomes your feedback. Please let us know how we can make the event of
Kalipuja better and more attractive. These are some of the feedback posted in our wesite.
Swetha Pasupulate, CT.
My sister who accompanied me from New Jersey and I thoroughly enjoyed the Kalipuja.
Food and Crowd management was well balanced. My hats off to the people involved in
organizing this massive event.
More of Hindi songs in the cultural program would have been an icing on the cake.
To sum it up it was a incredible event. My family would be a sure shot for next year's event.
Arpita Bhattacharya, CT.
Very nice arrangement and the puja was real a good one. It has taken us down the memory
lane...we had experienced the real flavour of Kolkata. The presentation of the idol and
ambience is worth mentioning..
Food arrangement was good. Only suggestions would be to put more number of tables so
that people can enjoy prasad and dinner in a relaxed mood. There was quite a lot of
expectation from the entertainment standpoint. Expecting to see some good dance/drama.
Thanks for organizing such a beautiful puja.. A real good job....Kudos to all!!!
Kudos to Kidos for their writings/drawings in the magazine.
Uday Tandon, NJ
Thanks to the organisers for making us attend such an elaborate Maa Kali puja. We were
not expecting it to be so thorough that too outside India. I could feel lot of dedication and
energy of everyone involved to make this maiden event memorable. We'll look forward to
attend the puja next year as well.
Neal, South Windsor, CT
VERY IMPRESSIVE!!!! We children finally got enough room to play and be able to play!!!!! I
hope next year will be even better!!!

Dipak Ghosh, CT
I want to congratulate NASKA for the superb job they did in organizing the pooja. I was
particularly impressed with the way the pooja was performed with sincerity and devotion.
To the organizers, I salute your for demonstrating that a team, that rises above petty
matters, works shoulder to shoulder selflessly, can achieve anything. On a personal note, it
was particularly gratifying to observe my younger brothers in the community working
so well as a cohesive team, not to mention their organizational skills. All the best on the
future endeavor of the team.
Sutapan Pal, CT
First of all my thanks to the entire NASKA organizing committee for organizing such a nice
kali Puja. That was a flawless event. I am very much pleased to see such a organized
event.All the best for 2011.
NASKA Rocks!!!
Dipak Dey, CT
I would like to thank you all from the bottom of my heart for organizing such a great and
successful Kali Pujo. This is the most successful event, arranged by Bengalees, I have ever
attended. You guys have really spent on every details. The web design is also fantastic. It
was a great collaborative work.
I wish, I could help you more. I will have my complete support for the next year's Kali pujo.
Thank you again for such a great leadership. Keep up the good work.
Best wishes,
Dipak / Dipak da
Samiran Ghosh, CT
Kali puja was super hit. I am eager to participate next year more actively. It takes lot of
hard work to organize such a grand event and all of you should get special kudos for that.
asche bcahar abar habe ...:-)
Samiran

We would love to hear from you. Please send your feedback either by visiting
www.naska.org or by sending us an email at naskact@yahoo.com

Income Expense Report – 2010
Income
Sponsors
Patrons
Advertisements-Received
Company Matching

Expense

$ 7,785.00
$ 6,428.00
$ 675.00
$ 450.00

Deity and related expenses
Transportation of Deity from India
Box Cover for Deity and associated cost
Total Expense for Deity

$1,001.00
$ 900.00
$ 196.20

Bank account fees, Postal and Prints
Registration and Amendment
Tax Exemption Application and Processing Fee
Office Items
Total Administrative Expense

$
$
$
$

Website Charges
Publicity
NASKA Banner
Total Publicity Expense

$ 158.15
$ 257.84
$ 79.01

Souvenir Magazine

$ 548.26

Decoration
Decoration
Total Decoration Expense

$ 350.00
$ 23.67

Deity transport from and to Mercy High School
Bhog
Priest
Puja Miscellaneous Items
Puja Miscellaneous Items
Total Puja Expense

$
$
$
$
$

$ 2,097.20
140.55
120.00
400.00
161.39

$

821.94

$

495.00

$

548.26

$

373.67

50.00
225.00
601.00
108.00
186.00
$ 1,170.00

Dinner
Dinner Tips
Snacks, Puja, PO Box
Dinner Plates Cups and Bowls
Drinks and Beverages
Drinks and Beverages
Hot cups
Total Food Expense

$3,487.56
$ 60.00
$ 155.85
$ 173.00
$ 11.00
$ 92.00
$ 27.00

Custodian Charge
Insurance
Janitor(Mercy school)
Total Venue Expense

$ 500.00
$ 130.00
$ 50.00

Raffle
Artist
Total
Balance

$ 4,006.41

$

680.00

$ 105.00

$

105.00

$ 600.00

$

600.00

$15,338.00

$10,897.48
$4,440.52

Wishing everyone and their families a Happy Kali Puja,

Mationic Consulting LLC
Your Trusted Partners in Information Management

Training & Placement | Staffing | Custom Development

Visit us at www.mationic.com

With best compliments
from

DZEN TREE FARM BY
MANNARINO BUILDERS, INC.
www.mannarinobuilders.com
HARTFORD COUNTY HOME BUILDER OF THE
YEAR
FOR 2009

Phase I UNDER CONSTRUCTION – 26 Luxury Homes – Over 50% SOLD!

MODEL HOME FOR SALE AT $639,900 AND OPEN DAILY
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9 AM-3 PM WITH SUNDAY OPEN HOUSES
Located in the heart of South Windsor, this subdivision is surrounded by over 100 acres of open space, including
views of Hartford and an on-site stocked fishing pond. Traditional colonials will be the mainstay of this luxury
development and there are many styles to choose from.

Custom Colonial and Ranch Homes Priced $500,000-$650,000
Energy Star Homes – Major Utility Savings of $1,500-$3,000/yr.

Now is the time to Buy!!!
Mannarino Builders is offering your choice of either
1. Special Builder Financing: 30 yr. Fixed 4.25% (rate subject to change)
2. $12,500 towards Incentives and Upgrades

Call Listing Agent: Bob Knurek (860) 214-8535
Visit www.BobKnurek.com For Floor Plans, Lots, Pricing, and More

OMAR FARUK,MD
EXPERIENCE WELLNESS CENTERS, LLC.
80 Congress street # 104, Springfield, MA 01104
Phone: 413-732-0040

Experience Wellness Centers (EWC) is a leading integrative, Anti-Aging physician
practice. The practice provides both men and women with physician directed
programs that promote vibrant health, longevity, beauty and wellness.
Dr. Faruk specializes in treatments with bioidentical hormone replacement (BHRT), a
healthy approach to weight management, a functional approach to disease
prevention and treatment, and therapies to reverse the symptoms of aging and
enhance overall wellness and longevity.

Services:
 Physician guided weight management- Medifast/HCG diet.
 Metabolic Rejuvenation
 Cosmetic Skin Rejuvenation
 Bio-identical hormone replacement therapy for men and women (hair loss,
menopause, PMS).
 Brain health- QEEG brain mapping, Neurofeedback, nutritional support.
 Functional approach to chronic diseases
 Genetic testing by human genome decoding.

